
  
 Billy Meier: Contact #1  
Tuesday, January 28, 1975, 2:12 p.m.  
  
  
First conversation with the UFO person  
(Verbatim reproduction as far as remembered)  
 UFO Woman: You are a fearless human being.  
 Billy: I have learned to overcome fear and become objective.  
 UFO Woman: I know. We have been studying you for years.  
 Billy: That's nice...and why?  
 UFO Woman: Because through you we want to clarify some things.  
 Billy: Isn't anyone else suited for that purpose?  
 UFO Woman: Certainly. But we have selected you for you have been preoccupied with these  
problems for thousands of years during previous lifetimes and because you think and act decisively,  
honestly as well; and because you have already frequently carried out such a mission in your former  
lives, even though great mysteries surround this fact from what we gather.  
  
Billy: Thanks for the "flowers" [colloq. German for compliments].  
 UFO Woman: Do not mention it, you have earned it on your own merit.  
 Billy: Fine, but who are you, really?  
 UFO Woman: Just call me "du" (informal German "you"), and I will do the same with you.   
 Billy: Thanks, but who are you?  
 UFO Woman: I am called Semjase and I come from the Pleiades.  
 Billy: From the Seven Stars (the Seven Sisters)?  
 Semjase: That is correct.  
 
 Billy: A nice excursion, I must say. How did you do that? Possibly through hyperspace?  
 Semjase: Your knowledge is greater than we might like at times.  
 Billy: Why? I can keep quiet, I am not a blabbermouth.  
 Semjase: I am aware of that. For this reason your knowledge is safe with you. I and all the others are  
therefore not worried about that.  
 Billy: Why have you obstructed my way to your ship? Is it because of the film in my camera?  
Would it have been destroyed?  
 Semjase: Definitely. I want you to have at least the photographic proof.  
 Billy:  I see. Am I supposed to go public? How do I to arrange that?  
 Semjase: You shall, and later I will explain to you how to do it.  
 Billy: So be it then, but isn't it somewhat dangerous to leave your ship on the ground so openly in  
case other people pass by?  
 Semjase: Please do not concern yourself with it. We have seen to it that nobody else can come closer  
than a 500 meter (550 yard) radius. The beamship is visually protected by the forest and  
the hills as well.  
 Billy: Am I supposed to be the only one included in this meeting?  
 Semjase: Yes, and you know why.  
 Billy: I understand...unfortunately.  
 Semjase: Even though you regret it, it cannot be helped now – nor in the future.  



 Billy: I understand. "My dear fellowmen ....."   
 Semjase: Absolutely. Their spiritual cognitions follow the wrong paths. You have made the effort to  
learn. You have already found the truth many thousands, indeed millions of years ago, and  
assimilated the knowledge. This is why you stand out from the great masses of human  
beings on Earth, and this is our reason for choosing you.   
Billy: You always say "we". Does that mean that .....  
Semjase: Certainly. I already mentioned that you often know more than we would like. Please keep  
quiet about this. The truth is difficult enough for human beings as it is.   
Billy: I have never possessed this knowledge and, consequently, I cannot talk about it.  
Semjase: You could word it that way, and I know that you will keep it quiet. I know you would even  
deny the whole event and call it fantasy if anyone should try to force you to speak.  
Billy: You really know me very well.  
Semjase: We have chosen you for this and many other reasons, and on grounds of preordination. But  
enough of questions and answers. Listen very carefully to what I have to say. Write down  
everything and tell the public about it, but in a different format from your mission in  
previous lives.  
Billy: How can I do that when I have nothing here to write on? I don't even have a tape recorder  
or anything like it.  
Semjase: Do not worry about that, you can write it down later. First I shall explain everything to you  
so you will get an overview of the material. Besides, it is easier for me to contact you later  
when I can transmit the thoughts to you so you can write all of them down verbatim.  
Billy: Are you thinking of the same method by which you brought me here?  
Semjase: You are really very knowledgeable and a credit to us.  
Billy: Thank you.  
Semjase: All right then, please listen now and only interrupt me when you really do not understand  
something.  
Semjase's Explanation:  
1.  For some time now we have had the urge to contact a human being on Earth who sincerely and  
concretely wants to help us in our mission.  
2.  We have often tried before to do this, but the selected human beings were neither knowledgeable  
enough nor willing, and often lacked sincerity and loyalty as well.  
3.  The individuals we had selected for our endeavors were afraid and remained silent about our  
coming.  
4.  They insisted they would be accused of being insane and of lying, and that attempts to harm  
them might be made through official and foolish, human intrigues.  
5.  Instead, many boastful individuals have appeared who claim to have contact with us, indeed,  
even to have flown in our beamships.   
6.  They are nothing but charlatans and frauds who sun themselves in dubious glory and want to  
profit from it.  
7.  Human beings on Earth have entire organizations who preoccupy themselves with the  
reconnaissance of our beamships, but they possess very few items which are truly authentic.  
8.  They have many photographs that depict nothing more than some lights and light images of  
natural origin or intentional falsifications.  
9.  Only a few of these photographs are authentic proof that truly show our beamships.  
10.  Most photographs are only montages or photographic forgeries manufactured by frauds and  
charlatans whose names have since become famous worldwide.  



11.  Their subsequent books and written manuscripts only demonstrate a wicked deceit for purposes  
of showing off or of charlatanry.  
12.  By the same token, many people have the audacity to link us to human religions. We have  
nothing to do with religions now nor will we wish to at a later date.  
13.  Not even your so-called sectarians refrain from this step; indeed, they deceive their fellowmen  
with religious beliefs.   
14.  These infamous and primitive maneuvers need to be stopped before the whole world falls into  
their grip.  
15.  Were these frauds and charlatans really linked and in contact with us, or had they been, we  
would have offered them an opportunity to obtain very distinct photographic proof of our  
beamships.  
16.  But because they are dishonest individuals, we have not given them this chance.   
17.  As evidence of this truth, we provided you with the opportunity to take sharp pictures of one of  
our beamships.  
18.  In addition, we will give you other opportunities to obtain even better and sharper photographic  
evidence.  
19.  Man on Earth calls us extraterrestrials or star people or whatever he feels like.  
20.  He falsely attributes to us supernatural feats and without knowing anything about us.  
21.  In reality we are human beings just like you terrestrials but our knowledge and wisdom are far  
superior to yours, and so is our technology.  
22.  Man on Earth has taken his first tiny steps towards cosmic space flight but they are nothing more  
than first, still primitive attempts.  
23.  Even though he has reached the moon with his rockets, man has not yet reached cosmic space.  
24.  With his current technology he would never be able to reach cosmic space. In order to do so he  
would require a propulsion system capable of penetrating hyperspace and nullifying the immense  
distances.  
25.  Space and time are not conquered by space and time but by spacelessness and timelessness,  
which means that space and time collapse within themselves and become uni-directional null- 
time.  
26.  This would mean that just fractions of a second suffice for the passage through trillions of light  
years almost without any time loss, because null-time paralyzes space and time.  
27.  Many frauds and charlatans claim to be in contact with human beings from other planets in your  
solar system, indeed to have flown with or in their beamships.  
28.  This is nothing but a lie, for most of the planets they mention are so desolate that human life  
cannot exist there.  
29.  Other planets, on the other hand, have long since ceased to support life or else they are in their  
early stages of development.  
30.  Other solar systems, however, contain a number of various life forms, not only human life.  
31.  They contain a diversity of life forms, human and faunal.  
32.  Many faunal and floral life forms have also reached highly advanced levels of existence.  
33.  There are also different life forms that have acquired much knowledge and have freed  
themselves from their environment. They travel through space and occasionally come to Earth.  
34.  Many of them are rather unpleasant creatures and live in a type of barbarism that frequently is  
nearly as bad as the terrestrials'.  
35.  You should be aware of them because they often attack and destroy everything that gets in their  
way.  



36.  Many times they have even destroyed whole planets or forced their inhabitants into bondage.  
37.  It is one of our missions to warn the people on Earth of these creatures.  
38.  Let this be known to the Earth people because the time is approaching when a conflict with these  
degenerate human creatures becomes unavoidable.  
39.  An additional task is aimed at your sects and religions, along with the related underdevelopment  
of human consciousness.  
40.  Above everything there remains but one that possesses the power of life and death over all  
creatures.  
41.  It is Creation alone, which extends its laws over everything.  
42.  Laws that are irrefutable and eternally valid.  
43.  Man is able to identify them in nature if he makes the effort.  
44.  They show him the way of life and the path to spiritual greatness, which embodies the goal of  
life.  
45.  When man indulges in his religions with their malevolent erroneous teachings, his spirit  
increasingly wastes away, which will finally lead to a bottomless abyss.  
46.  May man recognize that a god can never assume the role of Creation or decide over a person's  
destiny.  
47.  A god is but a governor as well as a human being who powerfully reigns over his fellowmen.  
48.  God is not Creation but only one of its creatures like all creatures, who are dependent upon  
Creation.  
49.  But man follows his erroneous religious belief and claims that God is Creation itself.  
50.  He goes even further and claims that a normal human being by the name of Jmmanuel, who has  
been also called Jesus Christ through intentional lies, is God's son and Creation itself.  
51.  There are various New Age sectarians who go further still and assert things that approach  
delusion.  
52.  Yet, as I mentioned already, beamship frauds and charlatans follow in the same direction:  
53.  They clearly originate lies that we, or our brothers and sisters from other parts of the cosmos, are  
coming as angels and the like upon direction from God (meaning Creation) to bring terrestrial  
mankind the long desired peace, the truth of religion and God's protection.  
54.  This is nothing more than a well-planned lie by sectarians, frauds or charlatans.  
55.  We have never had such directives and would never follow them.  
56.  Creation itself never gives commands because it embodies the greatest power in this universe,  
and never has to resort to commands or religions.  
57.  Religion is only a primitive concoction by man to command, suppress and exploit others, to  
which only spiritually weak life forms succumb.  
58.  Bring this truth to light throughout the world and make it known to the people.  
59.  This is an additional part of our mission.  
60.  If this does not happen, mankind will slowly destroy itself and fall into complete spiritual  
darkness.  
61.  We know that you are aware of a secret old text whose originals were unfortunately destroyed  
through the carelessness of our delegate, your friend, who, regrettably, has failed through fear.  
62.  Disseminate the translation of this text, for it is the only truly authentic one and free from lies.  
63.  We also know that you are writing a book on this text and on the real truth.  
64.  To us it seems to be the most important book ever written by a human being of your Earth, even  
though it will be harsh in its language and be met with hatred.  
65.  It finally offers the truth to the Earth humans, although it still contains some speculations.  



66.  It has the power to finally destroy the madness of religion within many people or cause them at  
least to seriously ponder these matters.  
67.  It is an extraordinarily good piece of work and you should make it available to other people.  
68.  I have told you all need to know for now, but in the long term it will not be sufficient.  
69.  Many additional contacts will follow this initial one, and I will call you at a given point in time.  
70.  By means of thought-transmission, which you call telepathy, I will get in contact with you and  
transmit further information.  
71.  Do not worry that I would do this at an inappropriate time, I will only transmit when it suits you.  
72.  I value your ways as well as your sense of independence, and will adjust myself to you at all  
times.  
73.  The time will come when you and I will meet each other in my beamship, and you'll be allowed  
to undertake flights into cosmic space with me.  
74.  But for the next while this will not be possible, because it would be imprudent due to certain  
regrettable incidents.  
75.  I will inform you of this in detail at a later time.  
76.  Take care until next time, when I will give you more vital information.  
77.  In general, our conversations will not be as one-sided as this one was, but today I only had  
explanations for you.  
78.  From here on every conversation will be more conventional, with questions and answers.  
79.  Until then - see you soon.  
  
Billy: Hay.  
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Billy Meier: Contact #2  
Monday, February 3, 1975, 10:10 p.m.  
  
  
  
Semjase:  
1.  You astonished me after my first try, because your receptivity for my thoughts was much  
greater than we had calculated.  
2.  Indeed, we should long be used to surprises from you, for you have shown your foresight  
(broad thought processes) over the years.  
3.  Though your thought processes are often extreme, they do get to the point of the matter and  
suggest solutions to problems that remain closed to your contemporaries.  
4.  Actually you surprised me on my first visit when you remained silent and did not ask any  
questions when I gave you my various explanations.  
5.  In this context I am thinking of the discussion on space, time and null-time.  
6.  At least there I thought you would have a question.  
7.  Then I took the liberty to explore your thoughts and discovered that you really had no  
question, because you understood my clarification; indeed, even more than I was disclosing to  
you.  
8.  Even for me your way of thinking is enormous and phenomenal, which I have never before  
noticed with any other human being on Earth.  
9.  All of them had been knowledgeable and capable of thinking only in one direction, at the  
most in three different ones; but you are capable of thinking in any form you wish.  
10.  Indeed, you hardly lag behind us at all if we disregard what you call book or school learning.  
11.  You always say that this type of knowledge is not of great importance but that spiritual  
knowledge and spiritual wisdom are the decisive ones, as you have already recognized long  
ago.  
12.  You are truly eminent in your knowledge; you do not lag behind us in that respect – on the  
contrary.  
   
Billy:  You are embarrassing me, Semjase. Everything seems to be praise and flattery today. I do not  
like this, and it seems primitive to me. So, please, cut it out.  
   
Semjase:  
13.  You are very frank, as we are used to it from you.  
14.  But I do not want to praise and flatter you, for we have long ago passed this stage as well.  
15.  I am only giving you clear, factual statements, just as you enjoy making them.  
   
Billy:  Then I am content.  
 
Semjase:  
16.  So you no longer think I am primitive?  
  
Billy:  Certainly not - but why don't you search for it in my thoughts? Or should I apologize for  
saying this maybe?  
 



   
Semjase:  
17.  I do believe you and do not expect an apology from you.  
18.  Apologies are only empty words and seldom represent the real sentiments behind them.  
19.  On the other hand, I do not perceive your words as an offense, because I know very well that  
you only say what you sense.  
20.  To your fellowmen your words may sound offensive, but only because they do not know and  
understand that you are speaking only from your feelings, guided by your own knowledge and  
wisdom.   
21.  Thus, much of it must seem very primitive, even stupid, to you.  
22.  But always remember, the majority of your fellowmen are incapable of thinking and acting in  
a spiritual manner, because they have never learned how to do that; they are still entangled in  
the web of purely human urges.  
23.  When I want to delve into your thoughts, I do so only if I deem it important.  
24.  It is neither our ways nor our desire to simply penetrate the thoughts of others unless it is truly  
important.  
25.  Besides, none of us have the right to penetrate the personal secrets of others.  
26.  If one penetrates the thoughts of another person, the danger always exists of discovering more  
than was actually intended.  
27.  Were we to ignore this law also, we would be able to decipher even your most intimate  
thought processes and secrets, and you could not amaze and astonish us again and again.  
   
Billy:  What about this claim by so-called UFO contactees who pretend their friends from the stars  
communicate telepathically only amongst themselves?  
   
Semjase:  
28.  Beings certainly exist who communicate telepathically only.  
29.  However, their method of communication was telepathic from the very beginning, or else,  
they simply allowed their spoken language to become neglected.  
30.  As far as we know, no beings who communicate only telepathically have ever come into  
terrestrial space.  
31.  On the other hand, it must be noted that these so-called UFO contactees who claim such  
things, have certainly never had contact with human or other beings from outer space.  
32.  They are simply frauds and charlatans.  
   
Billy:  I have been thinking about the concept that most of these so-called UFO contactees are  
supposedly only frauds and charlatans. On what facts do you base your statement?  
   
Semjase:  
33.  On pure, verifiable facts that may be proven anytime. All of those would-be contactees are  
implying we are on a mission for God and the Christian religion.  
34.  A malicious lie without a trace of truth.  
   
Billy:  What about the other contactees?  
   
 



Semjase:  
35.  Although many frauds exist, there are many who really have had, and continue to have,  
contact with us.  
36.  But a great many of those have never had more than visual contact with us.  
37.  Contactees, therefore, who have only seen our beamships from a distance and were able to  
take pictures from there, as well.  
38.  Only a few of them have had personal contact with us, which is the case even now.  
39.  Most of those wrap themselves in silence, in fear from their fellowmen.  
40. Frequently, beings from alien races have also come to your Earth and carried out their  
expeditions here.  
41.  They gathered various items that would serve their investigations.  
42.  And it will occasionally happen again that such beings come here and perform their studies.  
43.  They come from the most diverse worlds and systems.  
44.  They are often still new to space travel and perform their expeditions to expand their  
knowledge and understanding.  
45.  It can also happen that they unintentionally come into contact with Earth people and never  
return again.  
46.  They are not power hungry or the like because they are glad to finally have serenity and order  
in their own worlds.  
47.  It can happen also that they overpower some people from Earth, here and there, bring them  
into their beamships, examine them carefully with their instruments, and conduct a most  
detailed study of their anatomy.  
48.  Without exception, though, they let these human beings go again, for they do not wish to  
harm them.  
49.  They often are more humane beings than man on Earth.  
50.  But, unfortunately, there are some rather barbaric beings traveling through space also, who  
come to Earth here and there.  
51.  Many are power hungry and evil.  
52.  It can happen, that they kidnap and abduct human beings from Earth, as well as from planets  
in other systems, and bring them to their home planets.  
53.  These poor creatures then lead a life there as objects displayed in exhibitions or used for  
experiments.  
54.  Man on Earth and inhabitants of other worlds must be wary of these beings, for in their  
viciousness they often apply great force.  
55.  Feelings and other human traits and sentiments are often foreign to them; thus, a human life is  
nothing of value to them.  
   
Billy:  That's all very interesting, Semjase, but somehow I have known this for a long time already.  
   
Semjase:  
56.  For sure, I know that you are far-sighted (think broad).  
   
Billy:  Well, okay, now please tell me one thing. You already have spoken several times of frauds  
and charlatans who have gone public with their fantastic UFO contact tales, and continue to  
do so. Can you give me some names?  
   



Semjase:  
57.  Absolutely, but you know most of them by name.  
Billy:  Nevertheless, please give me at least a few.  
Semjase:  
58.  As you wish; with whom should I begin?  
Billy: First of all, I would like to know about Kenneth Arnold. Am I correct that he was not a fraud?  
Semjase:  
59.  Certainly, this man was no fraud, for he really had seen our beamships.  
60.  Many other pilots have encountered our beamships or alien ones as well.  
61.  The greatest fraud, however, was a man who called himself Karl Michalek.  
62.  And on the same level was a man who became world famous by the name of George  
Adamski.  
63.  His so-called colleagues or friends belong in the same category also.  
64.  This means those around him who pretended having had contact with us.  
65.  Other names are lesser known, but are of a certain importance because they are frauds:  
Harushi Tsukamoto, Jerrold Baker, R. O. Schmidt, C. A. Anderson, Angelucci, and many,  
many more.  
   
Billy:  Thank you, that's already enough. Are they really all frauds?  
   
Semjase:  
66.  Absolutely, and you know that as well as I do.  
   
Billy:  You're right, but how can one prove that they are frauds?  
   
Semjase:  
67.  We could provide the evidence, but you should not attempt this because man on Earth is very  
difficult to convince of the truth.  
68.  His spiritual (consciousness-related) intelligence is too limited for that.  
69.  One day, he must discover the truth by himself, and only then he will accept it as knowledge.  
70.  At present, those individuals who are the least agreeable to recognize and disseminate the  
truth, will be those who had allowed themselves to be deceived by frauds and charlatans, and  
who had sacrificed millions for the dissemination of the deceitful stories and books.  
71.  Their world would collapse, for they would have to acknowledge having been deceived, and  
lose face in front of everyone.  
   
Billy:  That makes sense, but how should I deal with it? They will not believe me when I reveal the  
truth.  
Semjase:  
72.  Do not be concerned, because you belong to a circle of human beings who think and will help  
you.  
73.  I will give you the names of those who are important to you, but keep them to yourself and  
never reveal them in public.... (Seven names and addresses were then given.)  
   
Billy:  Are these names sufficient?  
   



Semjase:  
74.  They are – and now my time is up for today.  
75.  I have to leave you now and will transmit my thoughts to you later, as it is already becoming a  
habit, so you can write them down.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  



Billy Meier: Contact #249  
Monday, June 13, 1994, 11:36 p.m.  
  
  
  
Ptaah: Hello, Eduard, my friend.  
  
Billy:  And hello to you too. — I am delighted to see you.  
  
 . . . . . . .  
  
Billy:  My first question refers once again to UFO sightings and so-called abductions by  
extraterrestrials: Can you tell me how many alien races currently fly to and from Earth and  
perform research here, or are active in some other way?  
  
Ptaah: For many years now the same three different races have been active here. Our posture towards  
them has been to monitor their movements without interfering in their deeds, actions and  
activities; and for this reason they are unaware of our existence.  
  
Billy:  Do these three extraterrestrial races maintain any contact with people on Earth? Have they  
maintained any contact with ordinary people on Earth or to the military, etc.?  
  
Ptaah: As I previously mentioned during one of our conversations, I am not permitted to give any  
official information about questions pertaining to official or military matters in regard to  
contacts with non-terrestrial human intelligences.  
  
Billy:  Ok then, what about ordinary terrestrials?  
  
Ptaah: The three groups, that is, the alien races, maintain no contacts, with the exception of those  
required for examination purposes, at which time terrestrial humans, plants and animals are,  
or rather were, contacted for such tests and examinations. However, this does not mean that  
the mass hysteria and mass psychoses by everyone who claims to have been abducted and  
examined by alien beings — even who claims to have been abducted and examined by alien  
beings — even impregnated — all stem from such experiences. Truthfully, only very few  
cases occasionally occur around the globe, and they cannot really be classified as actual  
contacts in the manner you and we have them, though. As far as we are concerned, except for  
your case, there exist no other contacts, not even in a telepathic form. The contacts we  
maintain with people on Earth are of a purely impulse-telepathic nature. For this reason, the  
contactees are unaware of the contact; they assume their accomplishments result strictly from  
their own initiative. Truthfully though, the information relating to their achievements, items  
produced, and other matters, is generated by us and instilled into the individuals through  
impulse-telepathy, and in every case their consciousness is unaware of this fact. They  
definitely have no idea that such information, etc., is instilled in them through impulse- 
telepathy.  
  
 



Billy:  So you do not call it an actual contact but a contact for examination when terrestrials are  
placed on board extraterrestrial flying machines and scrutinized by extraterrestrial human  
intelligences for analytical purposes. Hans and I have coined the term "examination contact"  
for this. Could I use the expression for this process?  
  
Ptaah: In fact, this expression you have invented is really excellent. Examination contact. The  
wording softens the barb of a falsehood that human beings from Earth are abducted by  
extraterrestrials. The truth is that the aliens, the exterhumanoids, see nothing wrong with the  
examination contact; they regard it not as an abduction but only as the humane means of  
accomplishing their studies, through which they gather new knowledge and other facts.  
  
Billy:  What about those repeated UFO sightings all over the world? They cannot all be real, can  
they?  
  
Ptaah: That is correct, but we have discussed this situation many times previously. Only small  
percentages are actual sightings; the remainders are based on sensory deception, charlatanry,  
fraud, lies, and deceit, to name but a few.  
  
Billy:  What is behind this: Quetzal and Semjase explained to me once that Dan Fry, an American,  
actually did have contact with extraterrestrials. He is said to have taken photos as well, but he  
later destroyed them; somebody made forgeries of them and attributed them to Fry. This is  
supposed to be the reason why none of Dan Fry's real photos of alien flying objects exist any  
longer. Even the story about the origin of the extraterrestrials and their accounts was  
apparently thoroughly distorted. This is what Quetzal told me, but it never appeared in any  
contact report.  
  
Ptaah: That is exactly what happened.  
  
Billy:  Well then, here's something regarding the pyramids: Someone who sells pyramids telephoned  
me recently. Of course I did not give him any details because of his line of work. But I also  
did not provide any details because pyramids are not as harmless as people on Earth generally  
think. It is a fact that copper is the only material which must be used for the meditation  
pyramids, because copper is capable of conducting electric energy, and does not generate  
those forces inside the pyramid that are dangerous, possibly even fatal, to human beings the  
way non-conductive materials do. Pyramids made from non-conductive material such as  
stone, man-made materials, glass, crystal and similar ones, all have a propensity within their  
interior that causes, at the correct location, cell tissue and other things to mummify and utensil  
cutting blades to change; living beings are killed by powerful forces that collect at the correct  
point due to the pyramid's shape. These powerful forces influence, change or kill anything  
located there. This does not happen with a conductive copper pyramid though. Depending on  
certain conditions, such as measurements, antenna and elevation, etc., some totally different,  
energizing forces develop within a copper pyramid. These forces then deflect the oscillations  
that strike the pyramid from the outside and develop into fatal forces. In order for this to  
happen, though, the copper pyramid must be completely enclosed and secured all the way  
around. For some time now a pyramid boom has been occurring in many countries and many  
types and sizes of pyramids are sold commercially. Isn't there a risk that dangerous things  



could result?  
  
Ptaah: The things you mention have taken place for many years, so they are not just now beginning  
to occur. However, all the people who are, or were, harmed by such pyramids are not  
currently, nor will they ever be, aware that their ailments were caused by pyramids made from  
non-conductive materials. Pyramids are truly not as harmless as people on Earth assume.  
  
Billy:  This is probably a problem that will continue to spread.  
  
Ptaah: Yes, it probably will.  
  
Billy:  Here now is something personal: Basically, I wrote the instructions for meditation after I had  
learned them from Sfath and Asket. But even at a young age I wrote about meditation before I  
put everything into a final format and published it during the 70s. And it is exactly for these  
instructions to meditation, or the meditation book, respectively, that I was accused twice  
already of plagiarizing my written material from another book.  
  
Ptaah: I am familiar with this absurd claim. The title of the book, which you are accused of  
plagiarizing, is Spiritual Training Through Attentiveness. You should not concern yourself  
with this preposterous defamation, for none of its points is based upon the truth, as you very  
well know. The truth is that Sfath, and you may not remember this anymore, had translated  
the Satipatthäna method into German for you from various Pali and Sanskrit texts; and Asket  
did the same in 1954. It is for this reason that you had in your possession two almost identical  
translations. In 1948, as an 11-year old boy in the fourth grade, you produced a dictated  
manuscript of 83 handwritten pages from Sfath's translation under the guidance of your  
teacher, Mr. Lehmann. This manuscript was done so well that your teacher mimeographed  
200 copies and mailed them to several people; among them was Rahat Sanghanan, a monk,  
whom you met much later on in your life with Asket's help. He instructed you in a variety of  
subjects. His name as monk was Maha Chohan, which means the "Great Master". He, in turn,  
was the person responsible for producing several copies of your manuscript during that same  
year, 1948, and sent them to several of his peers. This resulted in the first printed version. In  
1954 Asket provided you with a new translation, which you used to revise and produce your  
previous text on meditation. Together with Asket, when she brought you to him, you offered  
your new version that same year to monk Rahat Sanghanan. Sanghanan deemed your work  
excellent, and again he made some copies of it and mailed them to his peers. Together with  
Swami Dharmawara, who is called Ananda Mahatma ("happy great soul"), you revised your  
work once again during a 3-month period in 1964, while staying in India at the Ashoka  
Ashram in Mehrauli. Swami Ramana Sarma translated it into English and had it printed up.  
Then he disseminated 2600 copies of this text; 2100 copies more than the monk Rahat  
Sanghanan previously printed in 1948. Therefore, from the time you initially produced your  
first work on meditation in 1948, your material provided the basis for many other books on  
meditation, but their individual authors were never mentioned, and no clarification was ever  
made that these sundry other works stemmed from your initial material. On the contrary, the  
individual authors always asserted that they had been the producers of these texts or books.  
Indeed, they even claimed they were the translators of the original text in the Pali and Sanskrit  
languages, although it really originated through Sfath and Asket's effort. Several individuals  



who claim to be authors speak neither Pali nor Sanskrit.  
  
Billy:  What about the individual who wrote the book you mentioned earlier? Where did that person  
get the information on the instructions to meditation I had written?  
  
Ptaah: You mean the Buddhist monk Nyanaponika. — He obtained his wisdom about meditation  
from your initial text just as several others did. Furthermore, he and various other individuals  
also had access to Sfath and Asket's translations.  
  
Billy:  Yes, now that you mention all of these things I remember how everything happened during  
my school years. But it wasn't a dictation manuscript I had produced originally. It was an  
essay, from which Mr. Lehmann generated a much shorter dictation version for the whole  
class. It was my essay he copied and mailed out. The wise old man in India, Maha Chohan or,  
rather, Rahat Sanganan, did not receive this essay directly from teacher Lehmann, but from  
some monastery bigwig my teacher Lehmann knew and to whom he sent my text.  
  
Ptaah: That may well be so, if you . . . .  
  
Billy:  Maha Chohan told me so himself.  
  
Ptaah: Then it is correct.  
  
Billy:  I have a question here regarding BSE, the cattle madness, as this disease is called here in  
Switzerland. You explained once that basically sheep triggered this epidemic and then it was  
transmitted to cattle. This epidemic apparently can be transmitted to human beings along with  
all mammals.  
  
Ptaah: This is correct.  
  
Billy:  With human beings it manifests itself as the so-called Kuru, which is called this way by the  
cannibals in Papua New Guinea, for instance, who devour their own kind and then become  
infected by their victims, provided they were previously infected with the disease. In other  
parts of the world this cattle madness epidemic is called Creutzfeldt-Jakob-Syndrome if  
humans are afflicted by it. But in spite of these facts physicians, veterinarians, politicians and  
others in charge, are still vehemently denying that this BSE epidemic, rather cattle madness,  
or scrapie as it is called with sheep, can be transmitted to human beings. They also deny that  
the epidemic can be transmitted to other mammals. This contradicts your explanations. What  
is the name of the other syndrome if other mammals are infected by it? I have forgotten the  
term.  
 
Ptaah: You are talking about the Gerstmann-Sträussler-Syndrome. Every mammalian life form can  
be infected by it, and its source  is scrapie or BSE, respectively. The epidemic can be either  
hereditary or transmitted through bloody saliva in the same way AIDS is transmitted, and  
through specific external contacts with items such as feces, blood and meat, as well as the  
ingestion of infected meat, etc. Whoever claims or questions that contamination from the BSE  
epidemic, i.e., the Creutzfeld-Jakob-Syndrome and Kuru, cannot be transmitted to humans,  



and that the Gerstmann-Sträussler-Syndrome cannot be traced back to BSE and scrapie with  
mammals, must be considered an irresponsible criminal and villain with contempt for human  
beings. We have 100 percent proof and absolute certainty, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that  
the correlations and causes of the disease are based on the data about which I have just  
informed you. It is also worth mentioning that BSE pathogens cannot be destroyed simply by  
cooking the meat and other items, or by producing meatmeal. They can only be destroyed by  
high temperatures, as high as 700°C (1228°F), and possibly even up to 1000°C (1768°F), for  
previously mutated pathogens that have existed for some time now. The incubation period for  
the disease also varies and must be determined by the life form's resistance to it. This may  
vary from 3 months to 40 years, even 50. The higher the evolution of the life form, the longer  
the incubation period. Therefore, with human beings it can range from 40 to 50 years.  
  
Billy:  Could you possibly tell me the number of human beings on Earth who are already sick with  
this disease?  
  
Ptaah: We were unable to determine this. For this reason, we must rely on estimates regarding some  
tens of thousands of infected people. Many of them will never become victims of the  
epidemic for they will die before they reach this point.  
  
Billy:  So they can consider themselves very lucky.  
  
 . . . . . . .  
  
Billy:  Okay — forget the question. I have another one about overpopulation: Isn't it conceivable that  
life itself is beginning to fight back because of the rising and spreading overpopulation, and  
that life will increasingly generate more epidemics and diseases to combat the escalating  
overpopulation? Isn't it true that the excessive proliferation by human beings makes their  
bodies and organs, as well as their entire immune system increasingly more vulnerable, feeble  
and deficient. The same even holds true for Man's consciousness. It follows then that allergies  
must grow in variety and frequency, with world pollution also playing a major role. Human  
beings are ever more lackadaisical and feeble in their responsibility, which extends all the  
way to total irresponsibility. This manifests itself also in the fact that criminals of all types are  
judged more falsely humane and are given more lenient punishment — they are often even  
allowed to go free. The thinking about and the search for the meaning of life is increasingly  
influenced by sectarian and religious idiots, abetting the expansion of sectarian fanaticism and  
total alienation to the world around us, etc., etc. Must this not result in nature and life  
ultimately raising a counterattack, that is, through epidemics and catastrophes of the elements,  
so that human beings are eradicated by the hundreds, possibly even billions? I still can  
remember that Quetzal and Semjase also spoke of something similar that once took place on  
other planets in former times.  
 
Ptaah: That is correct: When humans on a planet proliferate excessively, nature and life  
autonomously interfere, which leads to the forced curbing of surplus life forms. Such a  
curbing and elimination of excess life forms, in this case human beings, ensues first and  
foremost through epidemics. However, the same thing also happens because life forms,  
human beings once again, become frail, if not to say incapable of living, due to their bodies,  



organs and immune system becoming then too weak. Furthermore, nature and life also  
retaliate against excesses in human beings through catastrophes by way of the elements of  
nature, and other things.  
  
 . . . . . . .  
  
Billy:  But for the time being this madness the earthlings have incited will continue. If I only think of  
television, radio and the press that actually foster all ills by glorifying brutality and similar  
things through movies, books, the theater and the like. I would like to even include news  
reports and other sensationalistic broadcasts. The more the press, television and radio report  
on atrocities such as bloodshed and murder, assassinations, mass murders, torture, sectarian  
degeneration, wars, revolutions, rapes, drug addiction, alcoholism, addiction to legal drugs,  
capital crime, racism and xenophobia, extremism, neo-nazism, the Ku-Klux-Klan, capital  
punishment, etc., etc., the more copycats will appear. They will model their own actions after  
these reports and events. Television, radio, newspaper reports, etc., which portray such  
degenerate events and acts, have the same effect as when somebody pours or dumps gasoline  
or explosives into a fire: The fire either bursts into gigantic flames or a monumental explosion  
ensues. The press, television and radio reports are produced solely for the sake of  
sensationalism. They should be prohibited — freedom of the press or not. In all cases such  
sensational reports are only a license to use force, crime, contempt and many similar exploits  
against humanity. This also holds true for the so-called anti-war films and the endless  
repetitions of movies, books on non-fiction reports on the grisly events of World War II.  
These movies and books actually achieve the exact opposite response as that which they  
propagate. Instead of pondering and creating more peace, such films, books and similar items  
make human beings more aggressive through all of this continuous nonsense. They merely  
escalate the ills even further and with them the lust for rebellious behavior, the lust and  
intentions for killing, bloodshed and murder, torture, abuse, unmerciful force, crime, hatred,  
slave-trade, slavery, prostitution, abuse and murder of children, contempt for humanity, greed,  
envy, rape, sexual degeneration, evolution destruction, destruction of life, extermination, pain  
and sorrow, as well as all other atrocious ills — just as it was depicted in the movies or books,  
newspapers and periodicals, and in the manner it was described on radio, in movies or in the  
theater. All of this is even further escalated through movies on violence and horror to which  
many people become addicted. Their intelligence is not adequate enough to recognize that the  
rubbish and incredible danger of human brutalization and imbecility of the consciousness are  
the basis for all of this violence. It is endured, indeed, oftentimes even sanctioned, by those  
people of responsible positions in all governments, because they are too blind, stupid,  
uneducated and illogical if not to say moronic. For this reason they do not see and recognize  
the truth and resulting effects they bring about. Also, they foster all agony, pain and sorrow by  
diverting subsidies from tax monies for artists in the film, book and art industry, who  
frequently glorify brutality and every human excess ranging all the way to total contempt for  
humanity and destruction of life through their dubious and atrocious, nonsensical productions  
— which are always under the guise that their works are supposedly directed against  
destruction, degeneration and annihilation.  
  
Ptaah: I can only say that, without a doubt, your words present the full truth and the reality of the  
situation.  



  
Billy:  Thanks again. — What do you think of this: Because of overpopulation, which is rampant on  
Earth now, there also exists rampant cruelty to animals that is especially caused by animal  
factories, animal transports and animal slaughters. In these factories the animals are brutally  
force-fed and kept under conditions that defy description. Just as with the transportation of  
animals, they suffer unbelievable torment, injuries and a horrible death, and their psyche is  
completely destroyed. Some people actually reject the idea that animals possess a psyche,  
although the opposite is the case. Even in the slaughtering process animals must suffer the  
pains of hell. This occurs daily to countless millions of animals such as pigs, chickens, geese,  
rabbits, various types of cattle, horses, donkeys, sheep, goats, turkeys and camels; indeed,  
even to crocodiles, turtles, birds, ostriches, kangaroos, fish and crustaceans, etc., etc. The  
steadily escalating human overpopulation continues to increase the need for animal meat  
products that will continue to escalate ad infinitum. The oceans will be depleted of fish and  
one species after another will become extinct. Arable land will be increasingly destroyed,  
therefore, and forests cut down and razed as well; the environment and nature will be  
destroyed while the Earth's resources will be totally exploited; faunal life will be abused,  
mistreated, tortured and annihilated. This is a unequaled, monstrous condition. One could  
weep thinking about what will happen. And all this is the result of the criminal increase in  
earthlings' procreation, and the fostering of their terrestrial population to the point where  
suffering, misery and excesses of every type generate screaming contempt against humanity  
and life.  
  
Ptaah: Of course, your every word is correct and, naturally, I agree with your opinions, for they are  
based on actual facts.  
  
Billy:  Isn't it true also that the closer people live together in villages and cities, the more susceptible  
to diseases they become because of overpopulation? Isn't it true that they have increasingly  
less resistance to disease and that, at the same time, they become more and more insensitive  
and uncaring toward each other, their total surroundings, life and nature?  
  
Ptaah: This is also true.  
  
Billy:  Naturally — it couldn't be any other way. What do you think of this, or what is behind it: In  
America, where else, there is a young woman running around who claims to be Venusian, a  
woman from planet Venus, where people live under domes?  
  
Ptaah: We are well aware of this person with the name Omnec Onec, as she calls herself. Her claims  
are utter nonsense, of course, and merely fraudulent, if not to say hallucinatory, schemes.  
 
Billy:  Exactly, that is what the lady calls herself, Omnec Onec. She is a crazy woman who lies and  
cheats and defrauds her gullible, foolish followers every chance she gets.  
  
Ptaah: Indeed.  
  
Billy:  One more time, I have something regarding overpopulation. It is just a statement that must be  
finally mentioned aloud: Through the continuous growth of mankind's population,  



increasingly more arable land worldwide is built upon. This means that more and more open  
country disappears and is destroyed and, inevitably, along with it the roaming grounds of wild  
animals.  
  
Ptaah: Precisely.  
  
Billy:  Tell me something, my friend, is it possible that a radio wristwatch can generate disorders? I  
have such a wristwatch as you know, and I wore it continuously up until 2 months ago. Once I  
started wearing this timepiece, I regularly had such strong pains in the back of my hand that I  
could no longer even write. Two months ago these pains even radiated up my entire lower and  
upper arm, into the shoulder and the throat right behind the right ear, where it caused  
headaches as well. Although I faithfully applied and massaged medications against  
rheumatism, the pains remained and even got worse from day to day. Then, as I began  
pondering the cause for these pains, which obviously were due to an inflammation, it  
suddenly hit me that perhaps my radio wristwatch was the cause of it all — because of the  
radio waves. What do you make of this?  
  
Ptaah: I am certain that your thoughts led you to the correct conclusion. All devices dependent upon  
radio waves which are worn near, or on, the body are extremely harmful to a person's health.  
Under certain circumstances they can even be destructive to the body or its organs, indeed  
dangerous to the person's life. Even a radio wristwatch is sufficient to cause this harm, as you  
yourself have experienced. Such time pieces, or telephones and cordless radio systems, are  
not advisable; in fact they are very dangerous if not secured and screened to the point where  
the radio waves cannot harm the human body. Radio waves are electro-magnetic waves, or  
rather electro-magnetic oscillations, that are dangerous to all life should they strike it at too  
high a rate. This danger applies not only to radio waves, but also to high tension wires,  
electric generators and transformers. The physical harm caused by such waves, or rather  
oscillations that manifest themselves with Man and animal, can be of a purely physical or  
conscious nature. Anything, from eczemas and allergies to cancer, destruction of the psyche  
and total imbecility, is possible. Furthermore, all species of plants, insects and micro  
organisms right down to microbes and others are affected by disease and destruction if they  
are subjected to the aforementioned conditions. Some degree of damage is sustained in every  
case, although it may not always be immediately recognized. The genuine cause of such  
health damage, as a rule, is not recognized and, therefore, is attributed to other, unrelated  
causes. However, prior to any damage becoming apparent, and due to these dangerous  
electro-magnetic influences, a person's magnetic sense of orientation is upset and possibly  
even destroyed soon after. This magnetic sense, inherent to human beings, animals and  
insects, has already been largely destroyed within Man on Earth. For decades now he has been  
under the steady, greatly enhanced influence of artificial electro-magnetic waves, or rather  
oscillations, which greatly exceed the normal, planet-related measurements and are generated  
by Man's own thoughtlessness. As a consequence, he is now, and has been for some time,  
incapable of applying and relying on his magnetic sense. Hence, he can no longer recognize,  
grasp and perceive many items and events in nature in the manner that animals are able to,  
although their magnetic sense is increasingly harmed also through the irresponsibility of  
mankind on Earth. Birds and animals, for instance, are guided by their magnetic sense during  
their annual migrations or flights from one region to another when they frequently traverse  



many thousands of kilometers. The longer they are exposed to this electromagnetism, the  
more the magnetic sense of orientation of these migratory animals and birds is upset and  
causes their death for many of them. Whales, for instance, lose their orientation and become  
stranded somewhere on river banks or in the rivers, where they die a terrible death; a situation  
that is increasingly becoming more common even for other aquatic wildlife forms. With  
increasing frequency, herds of many wild animals are losing their sense of orientation because  
their magnetic sense is upset. This causes them to flee and plunge, panic-stricken, over cliffs  
and crevasses to their death, etc. Thunderstorms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, as well as  
other great calamities of nature's elements also produce increased magnetic waves or  
oscillations. Animals and birds sense these increased electro-magnetic oscillations and behave  
accordingly. They flee or seek sanctuary elsewhere. The same also applies to Man, and will  
continue to, for as long as his magnetic sense is unimpaired. Unfortunately, terrestrial Man  
lost the use of this capability a long time ago. The loss can be traced back to his spinelessness,  
which began very early in his development and continues to advance even now, for he  
increasingly withdraws from a coexistence with nature and Creation's laws and directives. As  
a result, he continues to unlearn many of the things he previously learned.  
  
Billy:  But how can this be reconciled with the technological and medical progress human beings are  
making? I am speaking here of genetic technology, for instance, as well as genetic therapy,  
genetic medicine, genetic adjustments and genetic manipulations and so forth. As part of this  
progress, I would include also the creation of a bionic man, clones and human-genetic  
modifications, even though many of these items are still in their early stages of development.  
  
Ptaah: An immutable law states that progress cannot be stopped regardless of all the degeneration  
and destruction. At some point along the way, stagnation will occur; but progress will  
continue until that time and then taper off very slowly.  
  
Billy:  Yet all of the things I mentioned before will continue to be developed or may be even newly  
discovered and augmented until perfection, so to speak, or the highest possible status has been  
achieved. This will occur in spite of all obstructions and bans, concerns and the screeching of  
some individuals who wish to obstruct progress, particularly however the sectarians and  
government agencies. According to them, all of this is against nature and all ethics, and it is  
blasphemous beyond compare — which is total nonsense, of course. In my opinion, and  
judging from everything I have learned from you people, the entire development related to  
genetic sciences, gene manipulation, genetic modifications, genetic interference, genetic  
transformations, genetic medicine, gene technology as a whole, cannot be stopped. After all, it  
is an inevitable result of evolution. Therefore, the whole genetic technology will make its  
breakthrough in spite of some opposition. In fact, for the time being, breakthroughs won't be  
repressed in any sector of life, even though, some day, it may come into play. In the future,  
Man will create genetically manipulated clones and artificial humans, such as androids, who  
will be equipped with a half-machine, half-bionic body and an artificial, biological brain. This  
will be done in the same way that human beings are genetically modified. Doubtless to say,  
humans will soon live very much longer, possibly even for centuries, through genetic  
manipulations and influences. Likewise, genetic modifications will be performed on animals,  
plants, food items, medicine and so forth. This development truly cannot be repressed,  
although many sectarians, pseudo-humanists, pseudo-seers and -thinkers continue to rebel  



against it today, as they stupidly holler against this progress and invent laws to prohibit it.  
Such laws are wrong even today, and individuals who fight for them are acting irresponsibly.  
Fighting against progress is only appropriate when there are actions against Creational laws  
through genetic manipulations, as is the case when life is destroyed or propelled toward  
degeneration in behavior, actions or living. Genetic technology makes possible freedom from  
suffering and illness. It also brings innumerable advantages, relief and an immeasurable  
progress that is capable of preventing any further increase in overpopulation. It causes much  
suffering and misery to disappear as long as this development is accorded the required space  
and necessary understanding.  
  
Ptaah: Your words are in total accord with my own views.  
  
Billy:  Many people concern themselves with this subject, but many others are of the silly and  
uneducated opinion that everything is pure fantasy. It has always been like this since olden  
days, which is the reason why Jules Verne and Leonardo da Vinci and many others have been  
defamed as charlatans and fantasists. The full truth is, however, that there is absolutely  
nothing that Man is capable of inventing, dreaming, thinking and fantasizing which cannot be  
realized. The reason is that Man cannot think, fantasize, dream or invent anything that cannot  
be manufactured, realized or produced, respectively. Anything Man thinks, invents, dreams or  
fantasizes, can be realized or effected, one way or another, technically or by way of the  
consciousness. Hence, there is nothing in the entire Universe that Man cannot effect or  
produce once he has invented, thought, fantasized or dreamed up something. The only things  
he cannot realize, produce or achieve are maniacal ideations, such as those religious manias or  
fanaticism or illusions for instance, that impair the consciousness of individuals afflicted with  
the mania as maniacal ideations and illusions.  
  
Ptaah: You have expressed yourself very appropriately.  
  
  . . . . . . .  
  
Billy:  In one of our previous conversations you mentioned the number of dead who were murdered  
by Christianity throughout its existence up to December 31, 1992, through wars, church  
courts, fanaticism and other causes. You also mentioned the number of those people who  
were murdered by other religions over the past 3000 years. Here is my question: Does this  
number also include all of those victims who had been slaughtered through Judaism, roughly  
3500 years ago?  
  
Ptaah: Are you referring to the 1500 B.C. period?  
 
Billy:  Exactly, that is the time I mean.  
  
Ptaah: One moment. I am not familiar with this data, I must retrieve it first . . . Yes, here it is — over  
a period of 1000 years, counted back from 1500 B.C., a total of 19,463,000 people were  
brutally and inhumanely slaughtered by the forefathers of the Jews, the Hebrews and others.  
  
 



Billy:  19 million 463 thousand! That is an enormous number of people who suffered a forced death  
in only 1000 years through religious madness and racial obsession, fanaticism, church courts,  
commands of God, religious wars and judgments of God, along with other insanities. And all  
of this was perpetrated by a small group of single, megalomaniacal, degenerate people who  
had become obsessed with their faith. This number is almost identical to the people who had  
been killed by Christianity over nearly 2000 years. Yet, even today great numbers of people  
are murdered in religious mania and fanaticism — many of them in masses. Religions and  
religious sects are currently more powerful than ever before, although the opposite may seem  
true. Together with sciences, politics, crime, technology and the military, as well as each  
branch of the economy, religions are pulling everything into their powerful grip. Never before  
has any type of life form possessed so much power over the Earth as Man does today. And all  
of these people who represent and exert this earth-conquering power, the people who are in  
charge of all this, are so irresponsible that they never feel addressed or concerned. Everyone  
of them lives irresponsibly and without concern at the expense of their own, ours and all of  
humankind's descendants. Oftentimes these irresponsible people even carry famous names.  
Yet, many people who have famous names and titles, are simply major, irresponsible and  
vicious criminals. They don't give a hoot about the fact that the Universe, galaxies, Earth and  
every life form, nature, life itself and Man, are all the holy thought and holy work of Creation.  
These errant and guilty individuals not only deceive others but themselves as well; usually  
they think of themselves as being better, greater and shrewder than they actually are. They  
have never heard of the concept that, at all times, Man should view and comport himself  
merely as 'grand' as he truly is, according the motto: "Always admit to what you really are."  
These people want to be fawned over, and they only feel good about themselves when they  
are praised and adored, because they are addicted to praise and their own image. For this  
reason they cannot understand why they have no true friends, but only yes-men and parasites,  
who do not dare voice any criticism and are only concerned with their own well-being and  
food. None of them understands that someone who thoughtfully and justly criticizes another  
human being's actions, thoughts, feelings, lifestyle and opinion, among other things, is that  
person's true friend. He who praises but omits criticism is the worst enemy.  
  
Ptaah: May your words reach the ears of the guilty ones.  
  
Billy:  Well, even if they hear it, they will hardly concern themselves with it, simply because they are  
so self-righteous in their irresponsible behavior that they do not even feel addressed. — But  
now back once more to the purported abductions of earthlings by extraterrestrials: Particularly  
in North and South America, but lately also in Germany, such claims have repeatedly  
occurred. Attempts have been made in the past and present to prove the "truth" of the claims  
through hypnosis. If these claims were true, it would mean that, allegedly, more than 3.5  
million human beings on Earth have had examination contacts, and many women, particularly  
in North and South America, purportedly were impregnated. There are even some silly  
assertions that, as a result of these impregnations, children have been born who are half  
terrestrial and half extraterrestrial and are called hybrids.  
  
Ptaah: This is so much incredible nonsense. First of all, very few examination contact incidents were  
recorded in recent years and, secondly, no impregnations of Earth females by extraterrestrial  
intelligences have occurred. These so-called hybrids, of which irrational newspaper and  



magazine editors report, are nothing more than freaks and mutations of a purely terrestrial  
nature. They can be traced back to genetic defects caused by the parents or some diverse, very  
harmful environmental influences. Beyond the shadow of any doubt, however, I can confirm  
that, at the present time, no descendants live on Earth, or elsewhere on alien worlds, who were  
sired either with women from Earth and extraterrestrial men or extraterrestrial women and  
men from Earth. Anyone who claims otherwise is a despicable liar and defamer, be it  
Elisabeth Klarer or some other fools who currently state such things. As a rule, even  
assertions made in a hypnotic state are mere lies and defamations, and are made either by the  
hypnotized individuals themselves or are thrust upon them by third parties, possibly even by  
the hypnotist. The claim that a person in a hypnotic state does not lie, cheat and, therefore,  
always speaks the truth, is simply not accurate. The fact is that in a hypnotic state a person  
can lie and cheat just as he or she can in a normal, non-hypnotized state. This fact is exploited  
by many people involved in UFO and purported abduction cases, among others. The  
individuals involved simply wish to bluster and make themselves appear important.  
Frequently the hypnotic state is even feigned, which is not difficult for human beings to do;  
this feigning cannot be detected and recognized by inexperienced hypnotists on Earth. In this  
make-believe hypnotic state anyone can lie and cheat just as he or she can do in true hypnosis.  
  
Billy:  So it is one big lie all around. — But then people also claim that animals, cattle for instance,  
are massacred in masses by the "nasty aliens".  
  
Ptaah: This assertion as well is based upon some insane person's defamatory conjectures, along with  
deliberate lies and deceptions. If such massacred animals occur, as is the case particularly in  
the USA and South America, their deaths can be attributed to completely natural causes,  
namely to the felling, slashing and killing by birds of prey or predators. Various species of  
pests, some of them mutants, also play an important role.  
  
Billy:  You said three alien races have been on Earth for a number of years now. Do they also have  
stations here, in other words, are they present here all the time?  
  
Ptaah: Just one of the three groups is stationed on Earth, while the other two groups only enter the  
Earth's space periodically, or for limited periods.  
  
Billy:  How often do new aliens come to Earth?  
  
Ptaah: This varies greatly. In the past, and on only two occasions over a 100-year period, more than  
two groups of alien intelligences entered terrestrial space. Commonly, though, such incidents  
only occur intermittently. Therefore, many centuries may pass before another alien race will  
again reach Earth. Sometimes it may even take several thousands of years for such an event to  
occur.  
 
Billy:  This utter rubbish regarding UFOs and extraterrestrials that is talked about and disseminated  
everywhere on Earth, has spread like a boil, and now even true UFO sightings or observations  
are maligned and called fantasy and deception of the senses and so forth.  
 
  



Ptaah: This is the way it is.  
  
Billy:  Did the three groups who fly to and from terrestrial space, other than your own, ever have real  
contacts with Earth inhabitants in former times?  
  
Ptaah: No.  
  
Billy:  But they did have examination contacts?  
  
Ptaah: This applies to only two of the groups.  
  
Billy:  Well, that was actually my last official question . . . . . . .  
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Life in the Spiritual and Physical  
by Billy Meier  
  
  
 
The terrestrial human race is entering and witnessing a phase of very powerful cosmic change. It  
is a new era, a new age, which continually and distinctly becomes clearer to the eyes of  
observant, consciously more advanced human beings. While most of mankind here on Earth lies  
in a deep abyss of ignorance and of consciousness' enslavement, it has become an urgent  
necessity, through thorough investigations, to find the causes of mankind's decline, and to  
demonstrate this to human beings in a correct, clear, and revealing message and lesson.  
Simultaneously, it necessitates showing new ways, which would guide mankind toward a future  
of conscious comprehension and harmony. It is now time, therefore, for the Earthling to open his  
eyes and ears and detach his enslaved thoughts from false teachings, to free himself from  
traditional falsehoods and all evil, and to finally comprehend everything according to the truth.  
May the Earth human therefore open the senses of his consciousness now to recognize truth.  
May he look up toward the infinite expanse of the universe, where in timelessness the stars rule  
in majestic peace and exaltation. May he gaze up to these stars, which, in Creative order, orbit  
through innumerable year millennia in perfect harmony with the universally valid laws of  
Creation, and in fulfillment of the commandments to be followed.   
 
As is the case on Earth, these stars are all ruled by Creative laws and commandments which are  
integrated into the logic and love of Creation itself. There is an eternal activity of growing,  
timeless existing and ceasing in the endless beginning. May the Earthling look down on his  
Earth, because there, too, the same laws and commandments of Creation take place in ironclad  
order. Man, Earth, and its manifold forms of life are all part of these same laws and  
commandments, as a minuscule yet significant link in the chain of all Creative creation.   
 
Where nature exists by the Creative laws and commandments, untouched by human hand, and  
untouched accomplishes its existence, there reigns absolute and perfect beauty, strength, dignity,  
and harmonious greatness without any hierarchy. However, wherever there are traces of human  
intervention, deliberate illogical order, and corrections become visible, al beauty, strength,  
dignity, order, and greatness disappear. Harmony is destroyed, changed, and made impossible.  
Nature then becomes, unintentionally, a witness to the lack of reason and injudiciousness of the  
Earthling, who likes to call himself the "Crown of Creation". As a self-appointed crown of  
Creation, man lives in his delusion, unaware of the fact that he has put on a crown of which he is  
unworthy. The crown in question is far too large for him and he cannot wear it, for it threatens to  
crush him under its weight.   
 
Truly, the Earthling has developed and "splendidly advanced" to the turning point of the  
approaching year 2000. He has taken himself to the brink of a deep abyss and placed himself  
before the fangs of the beast of lunacy - driven by false doctrines and religious cults of malicious  
degeneration, which brought forth hatred, greed, vice, misery, lust, and bloodshed. He, the  
Earthling, self-appointed "Crown of Creation", who rules or wants to rule the world and the  
universe, who have conquered the air, water, and fire, has long ago forgotten how to be a true  
and sincere human being, and how to think, act, and live by pure, spiritual standards. Hence, he  



has essentially forgotten how to live as a valuable human being in the "Community Human  
Being". He has forgotten to live as a valuable person in communion with other persons. All his  
forms strive for purely material and materialistic objects and concerns, and he badly disregards  
all matters of spirit, progress, love, truth, knowledge, logic, and wisdom.   
 
Since ancient times man on Earth has wanted only one thing: to obtain power, power under all  
circumstances. Upon gaining his power, man has simply used it for enslavement and bondage.  
Fighting has always been his sole war-cry, and the manifestation of hell his victory. Through  
very evil and consciousness-enslaving false doctrines, usually in cult-like religious form, man  
has created coercion and hypocrisy. Through them he spoke of honor and freedom, but in reality  
he was only thinking of consciousness' enslavement, profit, and exploitation in every way, and  
absolute dependence. Man on Earth has forgotten how to show his true face long ago, for he has  
hidden and lost it within himself with the dawn of religious, false doctrines. Because of this he  
now wears only a colorful mask whose effect is very stale, monotonous, indifferent, stoical,  
egotistical, and mask-like. Many Earth humans have become like beasts or consciously deranged  
robots of the cults' false doctrines. Lacking a consciousness that is in agreement with wisdom,  
and in a form alien to wisdom, people spend their days, months, and years on Earth ignorant of  
even the tiniest amount of truthful truth. Maliciously and dishonestly they strive only for power,  
greed, materialism, and hatred against their fellowman and themselves. On the day their life  
clock stops ticking they die, filled with fear, disharmony and hatred.   
 
Man has made everything subservient to him through his intellect and reasoning, and by  
arranging and manipulating everything around him. His ambitions thrive only on this  
subordination. Appearance has become far more important to him than the truth of Being. He  
lost the eternal truth of the spirit and Creation in its basic elements, and has clung since earliest  
times to unrealistic doctrines of cults. Due to his self-delusion, he valued enslaving and false  
doctrines far more than all the laws and commandments in their truth and wisdom. Because of  
his extremely poor, confused, cult-religious philosophy of life, man believed that by rejecting the  
true Creative laws and commandments, and by creating orders based on human laws, he could  
reform mankind in accordance with these unrealistic cults or lead it to a better future of improved  
living potential. Having lost the knowledge of Creation's essence in man, he wanted to force  
other human beings into living, using materialistic means and false religious doctrines. That is  
why he has enchanted the masses of terrestrial mankind with false promises, false ideals, and  
idols associated with false doctrines of cults. Within a short time this path led to enslavement,  
consciousness' constraint, exploitation, hatred, greed, and vice of the gravest extent. Wherever a  
remnant of trust has remained, man soon transfor med it rapidly and incessantly into vicious  
distrust and deadly hatred. The Earthling has gradually removed himself ever more from a true  
life, from the spiritual intent that originated in Creation. Man has lost his knowledge of the most  
ancient truth and wisdom, namely, that he is the criterion for all Creative things, in creation of  
Creation's own perfection within itself.   
 
Now the change of time and the course of a new cosmic era necessitate, with great urgency, that  
the Earth human turn once again in his aspirations and thinking toward the Creative spiritual  
truth and the real values of spiritual and conscious life. Until now only a minute sector of  
humanity knew, or even suspected, that the human life form inhabits not only the terrestrial  
sphere, but also lives throughout the vast areas of the universe. Similarly, only a fraction of these  



human beings knows that the human spirit and consciousness project into the spheres of Creation  
that cannot be perceived through material senses. Creation, however, is the true abode of every  
spirit form and, consequently, of each human being as well, within whose physical body a part of  
Creation itself lives.   
 
Truly, it is in the interest of every human being to strive for, and attain, spiritual and conscious  
expansion and depth, in order to revise his present concept of life. It is a concept of life, which  
had followed purely materialistic and unreal paths of faith as its course and, as a consequence,  
propelled the truth of the spirit into severe damnation. A reversal, however, will not be easy,  
because its path is overgrown with vines and thorns. Concerning the most crucial truths,  
frequently opposite directions have to be taken, because man must learn that through the  
existence of his Creative spirit, he possesses for all duration of time an immortal part, namely the  
spirit – a spirit that works together with the Creative realm and does not play servile role as it has  
been stated by cults. In fact, each human being must prove to himself that his spirit works in a  
Creative manner, and that he must find his perfection within himself, to ensure perfection in  
Creation itself. For those who have gained this knowledge, there will grow an inescapable  
obligation to put their own material life in the background, and to guide their spiritual existence  
toward Creation's monumental viewpoints, which contain an endless continuity in their constant  
transformation.   
 
A human being of truth knows no prejudices, for a preconceived opinion impedes any quest and  
discovery, and honesty itself. A human being of truth knows perfectly well that all truth and  
wisdom lie in the timeless flow of permanence, so that no preconceived opinion can rightfully  
exist. Only facts of truth can be facts of truth, and only facts of truth can be facts of wisdom.  
Nothing else can be integrated into it. This is a law of the entire process of all that occurs,  
because every existence must complete itself in a cycle. Cause and effect find validity in all  
spheres if they are governed by laws and commandments.   
 
A preconceived opinion harbors all the illogic of doubt and un truth. When a human being begins  
to absorb within himself this information, he may obtain a clear understanding of a vicious  
human weakness, namely, whether or not he is beyond the standpoint of preconceived doubts  
and criticism or still dominated by prejudice. If he is still biased toward preconceived opinions,  
he ought to put this message aside and pass it on to those who are free fr om prejudice in their  
quest for truth.   
Throughout the entire universe many variations of life forms manifest themselves based on a  
specific law. It is Creation's massive and invisible influence which, as an unsolvable mystery,  
brings about endless continuity and endless transformation. Everything that breathes life in the  
universe is bound in time and space by this unsolvable and mysterious law, with the exception of  
the spirit forms, which exist under the same law, but are not subject to time and space  
limitations. Originating from within Creation, the spirit form, however, is not impaired in its  
existence by the law of mortality.   
Likewise, everything that lives on Earth is inter-connected and subject to time and space and,  
therefore, to the law of existence in time and space. It is a bond of conditions in space and time,  
which represent a regularity of solidly fused order; the transformation of space and time in  
material form; the beginning and declining of coarse matter.   
By possessing the knowledge of all prior facts of the past concerning terrestrial humanity, we are  



taught that in the most ancient days when mankind still lived in harmony with, and observance  
of, the Creative laws and commandments, people's spiritual aspects and forms totally agreed with  
the existing natural laws. Consequently happiness, knowledge, wisdom, peace, freedom, logic,  
and love, as well as tranquility and contentment, were all part of this solidly fused order. With  
the self-alienation from the truth of Creation, its laws and commandments, and through false  
doctrines that degenerated into religions, malicious things were cultivated, e.g., hatred, discord,  
slavery, bloodshed, envy, greed, egoism, quarrelling, and many other inhumane manifestations.  
Now it is important to analyze and reveal the sustaining, destructive, negative, and degenerative  
forces anchored in man, so as to show the path of truth, freedom, and wisdom, which is to guide  
man from the desolation of his consciousness. Only when the ancient, primary significance of  
life and the basic significance for man's existence in his life form are studied, can this path be  
charted. In the past ten thousands of years many persons of great personality have lived on Earth  
and endeavored to answer the momentous questions as to the How, Where, and Why.   
 
Their endeavors, however, were futile, and the concepts they handed down until the present time  
have been trampled into aridity, today, as through all times. Many of these teachers and  
teachings were, knowingly or unknowingly, falsified and have become a part of irrational  
religious dogmas. By doing so, these teachings have been changed beyond recognition. Eternal  
truths have been disregarded or falsified, only because man found their observance very  
inconvenient. Even to this day man suffers from the harsh consequences. The bearers, heralds,  
and advocates of truth, the true prophets, have been kicked, damned, cursed, despised, and  
robbed of their lives. The days of such incidents continue and are not over with here on Earth.  
Many New Age sages and heralds of truth shall suffer and endure a similar treatment, as the  
masses of humanity, misled by cults, malevolently make the heralds endure humanity's maniacal  
beliefs. However, the change of time, and the new cosmic era with all its penetrating truths, will  
help them in their struggle and ultimately bring forth victory.   
 
The present mankind on Earth lives in wicked excesses of material desires and pleasures. Man's  
idea of a carefree life lies exclusively in a material world where fancy clothing, an elegant  
residence, the best of food and beverages, financial successes, profits, gratified lusts, and vices  
play the most dominant roles. In his erroneous, consciously false thinking, man identifies all of  
this as a "satisfying existence" – due to his lack of knowledge concerning truth, of course. The  
large mass of terrestrial mankind is only striving toward acquiring immense material wealth as  
quickly and effortlessly as possible, simply to attain power over others. The level of material  
wealth, the position one occupies in society, and the profession one chooses, determine the value  
of a person in the world, while his spiritual and conscious values, truly the only values of  
importance, are entirely disregarded, smirked at, trampled, and considered stupid. Currently, a  
man's reputation is measured solely by his financial standing, rank, and title. For these people,  
the fulfillment of their final yearning is a quiet and carefree old age, proud of having attained the  
"high" level of culture. However, while the pride of Earth's mankind in the height of its culture  
relates to the lowest values of acquisitions, man neglects all values of true culture when  
compared to the development of his consciousness. A life stripped of noble humanity does not  
receive much attention anymore concerning any mention of culture. Egoism, in its crassest form,  
is the strongest motivation of all human thoughts and actions, and yet, mankind is too cowardly  
to become aware of this fact or to admit it to themselves, even secretly. Due to the Earthling's  
lack of courage to face the truth, and his distorted life-style of degenerate hypocrisy, human  



beings fail to understand each other. Every human being lives secluded from others, deceiving  
and condemning himself, while, at the same time, begrudging his fellowman each breath of air.   
Many attempts have been made to bring truth and wisdom to the Earthling, to offer him a life of  
knowledge of Creation and to guide him toward the path of Creation, its laws, and  
commandments. However, all attempts have thus far been in vain. Without exception, the ships  
of truth have sunk, becoming immersed in the terrestrial being's bottomless depths of lack of  
understanding.   
Truth-seeking human beings have never attacked the real evil at the root, hence they have never  
been able to find knowledge. They were unable to grasp the evil by the root, because they have  
held a superficial and erroneous life awareness and lost their actual tasks, as they have replaced  
the bubbling wells of infinite existence with unrealistic religious dogmas, and have let them end  
in insanity.   
That which is timeless is eternal, and in timeless eternity rest the truth and wisdom of Creative  
strength and omnipotence. The harder a human being strives to approach this truth, the easier it  
will be for him to live the laws and commandments in the Creative order. The order of all infinite  
continuity will shine radiantly into man's life, provided he recognizes and observes the truth of  
Creation, its laws, and commandments. Tranquility, peace and love shall become his life's  
companions through time and space, and are evidence of the perfection of Creative harmony.   
 
Inner Values  
 
Truly, life is struggle, a repetitive dispute within one's own self. There are always the current  
events in life that try to divert our attention and thoughts by pushing themselves into the  
foreground. However, without fail, true reason will always break forth. It does not matter  
whether it is drowned out by noise, covered up, distracted, overburdened, stuffed to the brim,  
true reason is always present, ready to break through the mound of confusion, even though it  
may be only a hint of a smile. A smile that stands above all else, invincible, sublime, observing  
man as he degrades himself, reducing himself to dust. The self of man is the most precious pearl,  
the greatest treasure, which he carries within himself, hidden in his innermost part, in his self –  
the philosopher's stone.   
It is silver and gold, but is not made of these metals; it speaks directly to man – but man rarely  
hears it. It is the eternal light, the light of all-great-time in all the obscurity and gloom  
surrounding man. It wants to make man the king – but man violates it. All of man's yearning for  
it causes him to search frantically outside himself. Yet, it is so near – within every single human  
being.   
It is the union with it that makes man capable of procreating, and with it he can create  
everything. However, over the millennia there have always been only a few individuals who  
have joined forces with it, but through this action they have created the great knowledge for all,  
which is the cause for progression. Impulses and motives formed the terrestrial world and  
environment, transforming and, consequently, creating increasingly improved external  
conditions, while the inner ones withered and vanished. Indeed, a reversal shall gradually  
become necessary in today's modern times to return to the inner values and immortal treasures  
for which man has searched so long outside of his self. Man has lost the appropriate measure,  
however, and has had to learn how to find it once again, in order for him to balance all extremes  
and to finally proceed to the essentials, namely, why man lives on this earth. Therefore, may all  
those who possess the foresight be recognized and respected by the laggards.   



 
The number of those who err again and again is almost infinitely large. One might ask how many  
errors and mistakes remain before the last human being on Earth finally comprehends where the  
path shall lead to, and truly does. Really, truly and verily, life is a struggle, even in joy and in  
love.   
We are allowed only occasionally to forget about this struggle and let ourselves become  
spellbound by the latest topics, completely fascinated by the eternal process of growing and  
perishing, and by the up and down and to and fro of all vital motions, which transform  
everything, including man. The only hope is in the inevitable and the higher, joyful goal of  
passing into the next higher class, where the lessons and practical tests continue. Therefore, Man  
of Earth, when you read these words, let it be said: Perform your duty, especially here and now,  
and surrender yourself to what lies before you.   
 
Inspired art will permit you, Earthling, some fleeing glimpses into the beauty of the spirit, whose  
sensations you are occasionally allowed to grasp for yourself. It is absolutely essential, therefore,  
that you be of an animated, easygoing and relaxed nature.   
 
An Important Word  
 
The yearning for certainty burns indelibly in every single human on Earth, especially the  
certainty of Being and the existence far beyond his terrestrial passing away, which man calls  
death. This certainty can become true for every single human being once he conquers his own  
ego. Truly, it is only the ego's haze that prevents envisioning the kingdom of true life,  
spiritualness, beyond the transformation of being and the passing on. That is because the ego, the  
"I", places too much emphasis on a person's own welfare until it becomes egoism with most  
humans. Doubts and uncertainties hang like dark storm clouds over each individual and, in fact,  
over all of mankind. Man on Earth is surprised by the thunder and flashes of lightning, brought  
on by egoism, materialism, and the remaining degrading things to which he has succumbed,  
making him their prisoner. To combat them must become a great priority for man.   
 
Only when, through cognition of truth, the sun of love, which embodies the manifestation of the  
spirit of life, rises on the hor izon of the human psyche to chase away the thunderclouds, is man  
permitted to recognize how close he really is to the certainty, and how unfounded his fear and  
anguish have been. Unfortunately, even now for many people only the death of their physical  
body signifies the beginning of true life and the gradual, renewed radiance of the inner Sohar.  
However, in the next incarnation the same situation may arise again through man's lack of  
knowledge in the previous life, if, at that time, he had not been arduously struggling and laboring  
for improvement. The gloom of absolute or partial darkness during an existence on Earth can  
only be terminated through a true inner palingenesis, at which time man shall see the light of the  
inner senses, when the activity of the spirit of life will no longer appear as the gloomy fate that  
man falsely had created for himself. Ultimately, when the Sohar has begun to shine within man,  
he will discern the invisible, the power of the spirit and its unlimited strength as the true force,  
while this visual effect begins to disappear again as a shadowy pattern, but lingers on as a  
continuous and stimulating recollection, to be effective and beneficial for further evolution. It  
still remains true of many Earth beings that their naked fear lurks behind all love and the desire  
for all loving oneness. Man fears everything: The end of love, the death of a loved one,  



separation and reunion, and above all, the change from this plane of existence to the beyond.  
Closely linked to these fears is the pain caused by bogus knowledge and bogus teachings, namely  
that all life will end forever in death, always living off other lives, which it destroys and  
supposedly must destroy to exist itself. A truly terrible thought. Yet, it is one of terrestrial origin  
only and emanates from the lack of understanding of true truth. It is correct insofar as every life  
lives off others. However, life does not murder other lives to be able to exist and to live itself.  
One life is integrated into another, one life helps the other, only to expire itself at a given time  
once its time and duty are completed. Life is neither the continuous sacrifice nor the becoming a  
sacrifice the Earth human falsely assumes and fortifies through correlated false doctrines. Rather,  
in truth, it is only a process of growing and passing away in a sense of continuously advancing  
evolution, and solely in the sense of the Creative rules, laws and commandments into which even  
Creation itself is integrated in every way. Therefore, for many great-times life is a process of  
rebirth and renewal in the cycle of passing away and growing again. Thus, expiring and death  
reach into the heart of life in the same way that life and growth extend deeply into the heart of  
death, whereby two realms merge into one, simultaneously complementing and conquering one  
another, to gradually bring about mutual comprehension. Life does not strive for vanquishing  
every single decline and death, but for overcoming decease and formation in general through  
evolution. Life works toward the progressive evolution of everything that has ever existed or  
now exists.   
 
It works toward that which is immortal in the innermost of myriads of life forms, toward the final  
goal of all creations, and toward Creation and the universal consciousness. Simply stated, the  
real meaning of life in the material state is, in fact, the mastery over one's ego, which constantly  
wants to dominate, and the subsequent evolution in the wholeness of the consciousness and the  
spirit. Therefore, conquering oneself means that man must help his own, highest Being to  
victory, so he may recognize yet another still higher self, namely, the Creative self. Man will be  
awakened toward it through an even higher evolution. This is certainly one of the most difficult  
tasks of human life, yet, it is the most beautiful, most valuable, and productive, as beyond this  
task waits for man the greatest certainty of his all-great-time existence beyond all external and  
physical forms of being. Because the human life spirit within him is a fragment of the spiritual  
energy of Creation, it is important for him to recall the Creative root of his being, to unite  
through true spiritual introspection with all that within himself which is of the all-great-time. To  
be one with the spirit of life within himself, the part of Creation in him, means becoming  
absolutely free. Free from the fear of passing away, of death. To be one with a fragment of the  
Creative energy within also means recognition of the alter ego, the Creative self, beyond the  
external human ego. It is certainly the greatest experience, but for an inwardly still unprepared  
person also the most frightening one to encounter; to truly see and recognize oneself – one's own  
oldest ego, which reaches beyond all spheres and boundaries, floating past all senses into the all- 
great-time regions of Creation, which are beyond human comprehension. Whoever unites with a  
fragment of Creation within oneself, with the spirit itself, dissolves the frightening, yet truly  
innocuous enigma of passing on, indeed, of death. In so doing, one acknowledges death as only  
the other side of life, where it is nothing other than sleep, replacing daytime wakefulness in the  
physical realm. Man's lack of reason, his lack of knowledge, and his blindness make him believe  
that sleep is the darker side of life. As a result he has the same opinions concerning death.  
Certainly, various other factors are reflected in the fear of death, but it does not make sense to  
name them all. Only one more item remains to be explained. The mystery a human body can  



solve only partially when it is abandoning life, can be manifested clearly and truthfully by the  
fragment of Creation in humans; namely, the certainty of absolute human permanence in the all- 
great-time. The human being should direct his vision unwaveringly toward the tasks of his life on  
Earth, with the knowledge that the realm of coarse matter rules in this plane and the realm of fine  
matter in the beyond. Nevertheless, these two divided spheres of the here and the beyond are one  
single realm, existing in the same place, in the same time space, only in another dimension. It  
certainly may seem as though the sum of hardships and suffering on planet Earth is much greater  
than that of joy and happiness. To believe that this is indeed a fact is but one of man's fallacies.  
This belief has become a perilous notion, transmitted and implanted through false doctrines and  
confusion. Such notions are unnecessary, however, because hardships and suffering, as well as  
joy and happiness, always keep each other in balance. Man overrates hardships and suffering  
solely through his erroneous considerations, and registers and keeps them on permanent recall,  
while he forgets the joyous and happy events all too quickly, which then elude him. In these  
matters, man has not yet learned to find balance, to register the negative as well as positive in the  
same way, and to preserve them in his memory. The same would hold true for the opposite case,  
if man were to remember only the positive – beauty, joy, love, and pleasantness. Here again is no  
balance between the negative and the positive; one form takes the upper hand over the other,  
resulting in a state of non-assimilation or non-integration, which means that again one factor  
prevails over the other. In spite of this circumstance, man is capable of seeing and recognizing  
his determination as a human being, and he can change the situation and attain an island of Sohar  
and security from the occurrences of gloominess. The length of time required need not be a  
worry or concern, because until the highest goal becomes reality, millions and billions of years  
may have tumbled into the past. Millions and billions of years are accorded and offered to man,  
to smooth out the crumpled face he had caused his own home planet. Yet, he must be devoted at  
this time to the change offered to him for intervention in the evolutionary goal, to truly grasp the  
helping hand and proffered knowledge in truth, and to work toward this goal.   
"Billy" Eduard Albert Meier   
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Desiderata  
by Billy Meier  
  
  
  
Pay heed to freedom, for it is the privilege  
and prerogative of every human being and all other life forms.  
Pay heed to love, for it is the essence of Creation,  
of human beings and of life.  
Pay heed to peace, for it is the assurance  
of all positive development and unrestricted evolution.  
Pay heed to harmony, for therein lies the  
equilibrium of every thought, feeling, deed  
and everything else.  
  
Do not allow yourself to be rushed by the din, burdens  
or bustle of daily living, but remain always composed  
under every circumstance life presents.  
Seek tranquility, peace, love and freedom -  
each is a valuable element of harmony.  
  
Allot some time every day to finding tranquility,  
for it affords you respite and time to contemplate.  
Practice getting along well with everyone  
but do not lose yourself in the process  
and always remain within the limits of your ability.  
  
Always respect your fellowmen as fellow human beings,  
although they may have dispositions that differ from yours;  
indeed, even the worst among them is a creation of Creation,  
hence, everyone is just like you - a human being.  
  
State your truths freely, clearly, calmly and candidly,  
for only in this manner is an authentic picture created  
which defines the true nature of everything.  
  
Allow other people to freely express their opinions,  
for they are allotted the same rights as you.  
  
Listen to others, to the bright and intellectual individuals,  
and also to the obtuse, the foolish and those who lack learning,  
for they, too, have opinions and statements to offer.  
  
But distance yourself from aggressive, boisterous and  
obstinate individuals so as not to become embroiled  
in their pointless disputes,  



for such people insult one's consciousness,  
humaneness and refinement;  
and yet, at the same time, forget not  
that they too are beings of Creation, whom you,  
as a fellow human being, must show appropriate respect,  
even though you may find their thoughts,  
feelings, deeds and actions unacceptable.  
  
Should you draw comparisons between yourself and others,  
you will inevitably realize that others  
are either stronger or weaker than you in certain matters;  
this, however, is no justification for you to feel  
superior or inferior to them.  
  
Therefore, neither vain nor arrogant become,  
neither bitter nor ashamed, for there will always be  
someone who is more eminent or less advanced than you  
in learning, morality, character and the like.  
  
Refrain not from enjoying achievements you have gained  
through your own honest efforts.  
  
Delight in these accomplishments as much as you do  
in setting positive objectives  
and bringing them to successful completions.  
  
Always be mindful of continuing your development  
in every possible matter, including both your personal  
and consciousness-related evolutions.  
  
Therefore be perpetually and humbly attentive  
to your personal progress, but only in a righteous manner,  
because integrity is the only, truly positive possession  
you have as a human being in these changing times.  
  
Approach your work and your business with forethought  
and circumspection, for good work is worthy  
of proper compensation;  
circumspection, forethought and honesty  
offer sound long-term rewards in business,  
even in a world of guile.  
 
When you achieve positive, remarkable successes  
keep from becoming blinded and deafened by them and  
proceed toward those things of virtuous substance.  
  



Be attentive also to the means and ways  
of the people with whom you deal;  
though many strive for lofty ideals,  
few reach their goals.  
  
Life appears filled with heroism wherever you gaze,  
but when you glance behind the scenes  
you find only fear enveloped in a haze  
and someone's craving for pretending  
to be greater than he or she really is.  
  
Hence, heed not these matters to the degree where  
you wish to imitate them; instead, recognize your true self.  
Positively realize yourself within your own Self.  
And allow these traits to permeate your entire nature.  
  
Do not feign affection for someone if, in reality,  
you fail to hold such feelings for the person.  
  
Make no pretense to your fellowmen that bears no truth,  
for honesty is a directive which, together with knowledge,  
is undeniably the path to wisdom.  
  
Never be cynical about sincere love,  
for love provides you with the certainty of coexisting  
within everything there is, in both the spiritual  
and the physical realms.  
  
And love is the true essence of Creation;  
it will endure for ur-eternity and all Great Times  
beyond every conceivable hardship and disappointment.  
  
Love is the actual cornerstone and the true incentive of life  
where the aspirations form to reach higher, indeed,  
to the very highest levels possible.  
Love will never die, it will survive eternally  
as it pulsates in the everlasting rhythm of  
Creational harmony.  
  
Forfeit every negative trait in your life with dignity and,  
through self-knowledge, leave yourself open to  
counsel for self-realization.  
  
Cheerfully accept what your positive knowledge  
and balanced wisdom counsel you to do, and  
gain control over your thoughts, feelings, indeed,  



your entire consciousness, for in so doing you strengthen yourself  
for unavoidable predicaments, and you will never lose heart  
even when faced with unexpected misfortune.  
  
Always practice loyalty and integrity,  
and never make yourself unhappy over unrighteous things  
or those you merely imagine.  
  
Free yourself from alarm and fear,  
which oftentimes originate from loneliness,  
mental exhaustion and idleness.  
Loneliness, mental exhaustion and idleness  
are enemies of progress.  
  
Seek, therefore, the company of those  
who are knowledgeable and wise,  
for they will teach you how to stimulate  
and utilize your thoughts,  
and how to actively evolve.  
  
Always practice healthy self-discipline  
while being kind to yourself at all times,  
for you are an individual, an independent person,  
who requires not only the pleasant kindness of others  
but also the consideration you provide yourself.  
  
You are a creation of Creation, the universe,  
and in no way are you any less than your fellowman,  
the trees, plants, all animal species or the celestial bodies  
in the infinite vastness of universal space.  
  
You have the right to be alive and to exist on this Earth,  
regardless of who and what you may be,  
and it matters not if you comprehend  
the unfolding of the universe in the way Creation,  
the Universal Consciousness, intends it.  
  
Nothing unfolds without Creation's love,  
and it will not do so unless it is within the framework  
of the Creation-given laws and directives.  
  
Accept, then, that you only exist because this is how it was  
intended to be and because it is predetermined for you  
through the ur-eternally everlasting, Creational plan.  
  
Live, therefore, in freedom, love, peace and harmony  



among similar-minded individuals and  
with all of Creation's creatures.  
  
Live also in peace, love, freedom  
and harmony with Creation,  
regardless of what you may perceive Creation to be.  
 
Live also in peace, love, freedom, and harmony with yourself,  
your psyche and your personality -  
regardless of your deeds, thoughts, feelings, contemplations  
and aspirations throughout the rigors of daily life.  
  
Never lose sight of this,  
regardless of all the hurriedness, drudgery,  
disappointments, broken dreams, negations and tears.  
In spite of the turmoil surrounding you,  
the world is indeed beautiful and life is worth living.  
 
   
 
     Billy  
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Afghanistan – Man – Peace – World Situation  
By Billy Meier from FIGU Bulletin #38 - January 2002  
  
  
If happenings in and around Afghanistan are examined, along with the Taliban, the Americans and Islam,  
the question has to be asked if the horrible bombardments and other bloody events—as well as the  
provoked flight of masses suffering hunger—are being understood correctly. In actuality, the so-called  
American retaliatory measures against the Afghanis are merely a campaign of revenge and an act of  
counter-terror whereby predominantly the innocent population suffers heavy casualties, but not the  
terrorists against whom this campaign is supposedly waged. Truly, the question arises whether this war  
(which it is indeed) is, in fact, an execution of a long-planned military campaign against the Islamic faith  
and a means to an end for securing access to the vast resources of oil, mineral, gas and other resources of  
Central Asia. It is incomprehensible how many governments and people endorse and support these  
"theaters of war" as well as machinations in contempt of human beings and their dignity. After all, it  
should be finally understood and recognized that war, acts of terror, counter-terror and retaliation for any  
reason, i.e. hatred and revenge, are not games. If a human being still has a capacity to think, then he  
should ponder about it and, according to reason and understanding, make the decision to oppose all evil. It  
makes no sense to refer to this war as a "war of worlds" and a "war against terror"; but what is this war  
and counter-terror under which the land Afghanistan and her population have to suffer and endure while  
anonymous misery and inexpressible hardship, anxiety and fear is spread and thousands upon thousands  
of deaths are caused by explosives, rockets and bombs? When "Chaos in this Time" and "Fear in this  
World" are considered with reason, then it can be recognized that events, as they occurred in the history  
of terrorism, anti-terrorism and wars, etc., have been inescapably caused by national egotism of different  
states and their responsible leaders. On the one hand, all kinds of long-standing beliefs, obstinacy, and  
feeblemindedness—as well as the unreasonable attitudes and lust of the responsible ones for hatred,  
racism, greed for power and territory—play just as an important role as dogmatic, religious convictions of  
faith, and various other faiths, etc. But also the development of rampant materialism in the whole world  
and the arrogance and superior attitude, in the manner of an absolute ruler, contributes to it above all. The  
responsible ones in the position to decide about war or peace do that usually with the consent of the  
people with cool and strategic deliberation in their own interest, misleading or oppressing the people  
whereby any opportunity possible is used to gain personal advantage and security. But this is a means  
only for the personal advantage of those responsible and contemptuously rejects the well-being of fellow  
man and the people. In actuality, it is only selfishness, hatefulness, thirst for revenge and retaliation, as  
well as political and religious dogmatism and increasingly blatant, degenerating materialism through  
which all the horrible things, wars, terrorism and murders happen which, in turn, bring ruin and  
destruction to the world. Every reasonable person has to ask him/herself where the causal connections lie  
for the unrestrained violence which is becoming more and more extreme and rampant and why one does  
not strive for true love and freedom and peace and harmony. Violence rules—and has already for a long  
time—all over the world. One should think of the insanity of the two world wars, of Vietnam and  
Hiroshima/Nagasaki, of the first war in Afghanistan and the Gulf war, and all the other worldwide wars  
and political and religious massacres. It cannot be denied that in many cases, all of these events have  
common roots which lie in the silent rage of neo-liberalistic ideology. The determining western and state- 
industrial capitalism harbors at its center a ruthless greed for profit that suppresses and strangles  
everything demonstrating eco-political, social, human, peaceful, freedom-loving and harmonious aspects.  
Today mankind stands at a threshold where a clear mind and common sense is especially needed and  
necessary. It also raises the question with regard to terrorism which absolutely cannot be tolerated in any  



way and, in fact, it makes no difference whether terror is carried out by organized groups or in acts of  
revenge by states. Therefore man must think about ethical and moral values and decide how he wants to  
live and shape his future. Religion has lost its power to a large extent because the reality of world events  
today reveals a totally different picture than the church and its sweet talk would have us believe regarding  
love, peace and freedom. In actuality, it cannot be that belief is a means to heal anything and everything  
in this world and brings love, peace and freedom when people who believe fervently in religion become  
insanely addicted to destroy, call for "holy" wars or in hateful, revengeful and retaliatory actions, make  
war and kill innocent people in vast numbers, destroying their land and possessions. Love, peace and  
freedom are not inherent values in the human being to be used for killing and murdering each other or to  
follow the false pronouncement: "If you don't want to be my brother, I'll bash your head in." And all of  
this can happen just because one, single, insane person—a human being without reason, mind and  
responsibility—craves to satisfy his power or operates with confused political or erroneous religious  
thoughts, feelings, and desires, etc. Do we really still live in the past where inhumanity, murder and  
manslaughter was the profession of all those who could exercise their power in unscrupulous ways and  
could simply get away with brutal murder without punishment—or do we live at the beginning of the 21st  
century where man should have outgrown the times of old and its massacres, and should strive for true  
love and freedom, and towards true and effective peace? In fact, the human being of today and in the  
present situation of the world should and must have every reason to rise above himself in order to strive  
intentionally and diligently for a new understanding, a new view of the world and to be unpresuming, thus  
enabling him to not act contrary to his own dignity with feelings of retaliation and racism, religious  
feelings and hatred towards foreigners and neighbors while he holds a machine gun in one hand and in the  
other, the cross of Christ, the star of David, the Koran, the Eight-fold Path or any other religious attribute  
that supposedly documents infallibility.  
  
Billy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Billy Meier answers a reader's question by telephone  
December 24, 2002 – 11:33pm  
  
  
Mr. Billy Meier, as a diligent Internet user I read all of your publications as also your bulletins which I  
find extremely interesting. I read them also because you always have the courage to express your opinion  
openly and freely. Therefore I would like to ask you now if you could write down your own personal  
opinion about the warmongering of the Americans and their worldwide machinations as well as about  
Saddam Husain in your next bulletin. It would certainly be interesting for other people too, to hear what  
you think regarding it and what ancient wisdom and knowledge is known to you about the future.  
  
A. Utz – Switzerland  
  
Answer:  
 
First of all I have to tell you that I clash with legality and perhaps possibly put my life at stake when I  
openly tell the truth, the factual truth. But as you might know from the Internet, I was lucky to survive  
nineteen attempts on my life, and so I hope that further possible attempts will be unsuccessful - but one  
never can tell!  
It is unfortunately not possible for my answer to appear in the next bulletin, thus I will convert your call  
into a special "Reader's Question per Telephone" and post it on the Internet and if I am able to, and have  
not been summoned before a court, I will later officially integrate this answer into the next bulletin.  
 
As I know out of my own sad experience, it is also not permitted in Switzerland to express and spread  
opinion openly and freely, not even then, when it is in keeping with the actual truth. Is this directive not  
obeyed, a judicial sequel follows and loss is inevitable, because the wrong and unjust is looked upon as  
right and even as the actual truth, as I had to experience now and then in my life. And all this, although  
Switzerland calls herself a constitutional state and claims to secure freedom of opinion as well as true  
freedom, which at least ridicules every right however, when certain jurisdictions pass judgment to the  
disadvantage of truth and its representatives and acquits the guilty.  
 
The danger therefore lies in that I am not permitted to speak the truth openly and freely in its entirety, in  
fact I have to cover up many things or circumscribe them with inadequate words if I don't want to let  
renewed judicial encounter distress me and my scarce financial means, or let my life be threatened.  
 
Nevertheless I dare to raise my voice and say that which is urgently necessary: Mankind of the earth has  
not to be afraid of the alleged power-hungry dictator Saddam Husain, supposedly threatening the whole  
world and mankind, but on the contrary of that state which calls herself America and under a cover-up of  
peace and fighting terror, exercises effective terror in many places, and in many countries of the earth  
spreads and establishes herself militarily and politically. Thus one can point here more to greed for world- 
control and greed for resources than at the Iraqi criminal dictator who truly is only a small fish in  
comparison with America and surely cannot endanger the world as America proclaims full of fear,  
cowardice, greed for retaliation and hatred as well as an inhuman desire to kill.  
 
 



Even if Saddam Husain produces and possesses weapons of mass-destruction - and there should be no  
doubt about that, as this man is insane and greedy for might and power besides other evils - the truth is,  
that America out of craving for world-control and manifold other inglorious reasons pursues an enormous  
warmongering against Iraq and intervenes also elsewhere in a warlike manner in machinations of various  
countries and finally establishes herself in these places demanding control. And all this happens under the  
protection and resolutions of the UN, which industriously assists and endorses these warmongerings and  
events of war, although this organization should actually be one of true peace, of creating peace and  
keeping peace. It is this so-called peace-organization which however in truth reaches out to discord and  
war and practically lets itself be coerced under threats into the recommendations for war, and this happens  
through certain unscrupulous and irresponsible, high-handed, overbearing, arrogant and warmongering  
member states of the UN who are without mind and reason, and it makes no difference of which kind and  
motivation they maintain to be and to which religion, nation or state they belong.  
 
Saddam Husain has not directed his interfering and greed for power to various countries or even to the  
world as is the case with America that without mercy acts as a world police and without restraint  
establishes herself wherever possible. With this behavior, slowly but surely, America infiltrates and  
usurps all states of the world. And indeed, not only does she infiltrate with the American language, which  
is insidiously expanded to supersede other languages and to enforce American slowly but surely as the  
world language, but above all with her political, judicial and military power. And now America threatens  
with a second Gulf war, in fact with the approval of the UN and with a howling of wolves of all those  
states or at least their irresponsible governments who are equally irresponsible, cowardly, fearful, hateful  
and vindictive as all the warmongers of the mighty powerful America. But that exactly through just such a  
second war at the Persian, i.e. Arabian Gulf, the factual and real catastrophe and a Third World War can  
really be triggered and unleashed, which has been predicted thousands of years ago already, the short- 
sighted power-hungry of America and their enslaved followers, states and their responsible ones are not  
able to recognize this danger. Yet in fact this danger is given because the possibility is very near as  
predicted since ancient times and as the state of Iraq belongs to the Muslim religion, so it is given that the  
Islamic countries and Islamic peoples of the world unite to fight against the whole Christian World and  
overrun, destroy, annihilate and stamp out the Christian world without a chance of rescue - if, through the  
insanity of the warmongers of America and her allies, America makes war against Iraq, and the Iraqis are  
forced to fight. Furthermore, religious, sectarian, fanatical and political terrorism takes on more and more  
evil and terrible forms on all levels of all peoples as on international levels and the hatred would reach  
uncontrollable heights from all sides and in all peoples. A murderous carnage among all peoples and  
religions could develop and in fact sooner or later be the result, and the possibility could actually exist  
that finally through this whole insanity, the earth would become uninhabitable in part or even in whole  
through destruction and contamination caused by radiation, chemical, biological and nuclear weapons. A  
horror scenario caused by the irresponsible greed for power and human insanity, could virtually become  
reality.  
 
Islam is also a religion like Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism. Therefore those believing in  
Islam are human beings as well as those who believe in Christianity and all other religions. Nobody  
belonging to any religion has the right to harm anybody of another religion. This right is also not given to  
those fanatical and fundamentalist Christians who err to think that alone their belief is the right one and  
those who differ have to be fought, destroyed and annihilated. This is especially valid for those Christians  
who assume insanely that the only aim of the believers of Islam is to conquer the world and eradicate  
Christendom. A picture of horror which could still become reality in one way or another, if a world wide  
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war of religion would break out between Christians and Muslims - caused specifically by the guilty  
irresponsible war mongers who in their feeble-mindedness and greed for power, fear and cowardice are  
willing unscrupulously to provoke a Third World War.  
 
Not war, but peace shall be on earth. What use is this when Christianity speaks untruthfully about peace  
and freedom, but in actual fact preaches war, revenge, murder, retaliation, destruction, annihilation, terror,  
death and hatred, while priests in their pulpits preach a so-called love of an imaginary god for all human  
beings and then instantly turn to bless weapons to kill and slaughter "enemies" with a different belief who  
are in truth human beings, created by the same Creation as all of us. All over, wrong before right  
predominates, particularly in certain courts and governments, especially in America this type of law is  
pronounced because America can unrestrainedly demonstrate and exercise her power the world over  
without the world resisting and fighting against it in a serious manner. And this happens because the allies  
- besides the UN - cowardly knuckle under this power and in fearful submission resign in humility for  
better or worse and cringe like a dog. If one looks at the worldwide loose alliance against terror, it will  
surely be at stake through a new war and actions of revenge and retaliation and can easily break apart,  
whereby a Third World War must definitely be considered to be a possibility which can bring great  
destruction and annihilation to the world and mankind as it was predicted since time immemorial through  
Henok and others. One does not in actual fact have to say religious and humble prayers and sing religious  
songs brainlessly without reflection. One has to activate the brain and create sound thoughts and feelings,  
so true love, peace and freedom can become reality. Cowardly fear should not be the reason to hide  
behind senseless religious empty phrases, bigot words and speeches, prayers and songs and one must  
never create hatred against others out of senseless fear, cowardice and cravings for revenge as well as  
demand retaliation and execute deadly actions, not against single human beings and not against single  
people or even peoples and states as America has done since her existence and continues to do so -  
starting with the extermination and downgrading of the native peoples, the Indians, continuing with the  
robbery of slaves, the black human beings in Africa and their enslavement in America. This land America  
which speaks so widely of love, peace and freedom and prints "In God We Trust" on their banknotes, yet  
executes human beings and goes as far as unwanted political and military intervention in foreign affairs of  
foreign states to achieve plans of world domination and to satisfy her claim for resources even then, when  
through this, countless innocent people lose their lives.  
 
As a true human being, one must prevent every war, and never stir one up. Therefore, the whole of  
mankind has to unite against insane rulers and the unstable as well as irresponsible warmongers and all  
those in league with them, and demand a stop to the threatening insanity of America regarding a second  
war against Iraq, i.e. Gulf War and to prevent this war and further escalations between Israel and  
Palestine, as well as other wars or even a Third World War, which according to immemorial prophecies is  
a real threat to the world, if the warmongering of America and her allies is successful and becomes a  
reality, and death, murder, destruction and annihilation sets in. United as a single people, Mankind has to  
stand together against the irresponsible, megalomaniac, warmongering machinations and a newly  
threatening Gulf War as well as against other war-machinations in the world caused by America. This  
applies also to all naked terrorism of extremist and other groups as also other peoples and states who  
wage war and practice terrorism. The normal people who are not in offices of government, religious  
institutions and military; people who represent the masses of mankind are challenged to unite to create  
peace, freedom, love and harmony and their concern must be to call a halt to already existing terrorist and  
other warlike actions of all kinds. Furthermore, to prevent new actions, because the fallible rulers who are  
responsible, the religionists and military and their screaming followers and those howling with the wolves  
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are unable to do so because they only satisfy their overbearing greed for power, and in total  
irresponsibility and cowardice as also hate and vindictiveness bring death and destruction and in  
conjunction destroy the world and all achievements of man, even up to the extermination of mankind.  
This is my personal view and knowledge in accordance with ancient prophecies for which I take full  
responsibility, hence no other human being except me, and also not the community of FIGU is involved  
in any way. So I stand to my words and assume full responsibility in every respect, so that nobody and  
nothing will be affected. Truly, the truth is hard to digest for those who howl with the wolves and are  
guilty of injustice and crimes against humanity and all those also who do not want to understand and  
accept truth and will try to silence me. Indeed it makes no difference how - be it through judiciousness  
holding me liable for my words or a hired killer, appointed by warmongers, who is after my life. 
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G.W. Bush and Cohorts  
by Billy Meier on December 30, 2002 at 11:31 pm  
  
  
First of all there is G.W. Bush, his position at the moment being president of the United States of  
America; but, there are also various other powerful in states, like Joschka Fischer in Germany, Toni Blair  
in England, Saddam Husain in Iraq, Sharon in Israel, Arafat in Palestine and other powerful and all their  
followers in governments and peoples. Yet, there are also the religious-fundamental, fanatical and insane  
terrorists of all kinds as well as lone wolves. Overall, all of them have one thing in common, they bring  
death and ruin to mankind, and immense destruction to the world or a least advocate it, when they are not  
directly involved.  
  
In this world at this time, US President G.W. Bush is the most dangerous, biggest and most powerful  
warmongering figure among the various and powerful of different countries, as for instance England and  
Germany, which take up an extraordinary submissive position and agree with the war-waging howling  
American, G.W. Bush, who, with the agreement of the so-called "World Peace Organization", U.N.,  
wants to start a war with Iraq. This war could result in terrible consequences, and mankind and its planets  
could be plunged into an immense catastrophe, whereby uncountable human lives could simply be wiped  
out. Basically, a single man with the name of G.W. Bush has unleashed all this. Thus, one has to ask  
oneself what he understands under responsibility for mankind and for his people of which he will  
unscrupulously send thousands, man and woman soldiers, into a battle, which is more than questionable,  
and many will lose their lives on the American, as well as on the other side of the so-called enemy. In  
fact, how power-hungry, irresponsible, fearful and cowardly must a human being be, when he accepts the  
death of human beings through naked force, and thoughtlessly destroys human achievements through his  
decree and that of his cohorts, or carries out all the evils and inhumanity himself as is done by loners and  
terrorists working in groups? Yet, he who is a warmonger and unleashes war as the mighty and powerful  
and overbearing high-handed statesman G.W. Bush and all the powerful of all those countries who sing  
the same tune, and let their blood-thirsty war-cry sound in all shades of evil - never has the right to claim  
or hold a position of power. Their only aim is to engage other countries into wars, to spread themselves  
out as if they owned everything, as well as spreading death, depravity and destruction. However, also  
jointly responsible are all the warmongers pleading, sparking or advocating the war and howling along,  
even when they themselves do not want to participate directly as this for instance - at least recently - is the  
case with Germany and England. This also includes all those people who support the war and howl with  
the warmongering wolves. Moreover, all of the guilty, fearful and cowardly warmongering powerful and  
mighty at the head of state as well as uninformed stupid citizens in bondage with them are never in the  
position to take responsibility for their criminal actions against mankind. Many of them lack the  
consciousness for responsibility, common sense and the necessary mind and reason and required  
intelligence, to even recognize the catastrophic consequences in the end to their advocating for war,  
sparking war and leading war. And human beings who lack these characteristic features, should neither be  
voted into government by the people, nor be tolerated, when they, with presumptuousness appoint or  
nominate themselves into office or a position of power. All those people who are slaves to such unfit  
warmongers, and those who dull the senses of the people, as well as being in league with unscrupulous  
elements who sacrifice people in the end, screaming yes and hurray to each political, sectarian or military  
degeneration and vile deed, and join the chorus of blood-thirsty human beings should be made  
accountable for their actions through responsible and reasonable thinking people.  
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Force breeds force, war breeds war, terror breeds terror. That must finally be clear and understood by the  
human beings of Earth. Therefore, the warmongering, powerful and mighty in state must be removed and  
should not even be voted into high positions. G.W. Bush also does not belong into the powerful position,  
which was played his way unscrupulously and irresponsibly by some of the people of the USA. His aim is  
to abuse the power for his warmongering and exercising of power. Whereby he disregards and ignores all  
those pleading and reasonable voices of the people who resist and speak out against all warmongering, all  
terror as well as death penalty, like billions of reasonable and truly peace-loving human beings around the  
world do. Yet, they are not listened to by the guilty responsible and powerful, because they in fact will  
step over dead bodies of women, children and men as well as destroy achievements of human beings,  
gained in hard and laborious work. Human beings in powerful positions of governments, who practice  
terror, have to be removed in a responsible manner by the people. All this insanity can only be stopped  
then, when mankind stands jointly together, learns and respects the laws of life and only lets human  
beings be in government and positions of power who do not intend to bring their power and high- 
handedness, overbearing as well as greed for profit into play, but who in fact work for the people in a  
selfless, unpretentious and virtuous manner and with goodness of heart generate goodness of heart, and by  
peace generate peace and by true freedom generate true freedom. To reach this aim, people have to vote  
human beings into the highest positions who, through their effort prove solely to care for the welfare of  
the people and each single human being, and govern without greed for power and money.  
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A word to Third World War  
A clarification by Billy Meier  
  
 
When I spoke in my bulletins of a prophecy that points to the years of 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2011, in  
which a third world war could become a possibility, it does not refer to a prediction but only to a  
prophecy. In answering the many inquiries respectively, it is obvious that it is necessary again to repeat  
that the bulletins do not refer to a prediction but to a prophecy, that reveals the mentioned dates.  
Prophecies are always changeable, for they do not rest upon something that forces prophecies to be  
fulfilled, contrary to predictions that fulfill themselves with absolute certainty.  
 
Prophecies rest upon logical and consistent thought processes that out of certain causes again will develop  
certain effects, in fact according to actions developed out of causes, the effect will be the result.  
Therefore, a prophecy represents nothing else than effects that could develop out of certain causes. Each  
cause can be created in such a way, that from it develops either positive or negative.  
 
When a prophecy is made, the significance of its representation is that the effect will be shown which will  
arise out of a negative cause, if not at once will be acted in different or positive way because as a rule, the  
negative will be laid out to the human being that he/she develops out of causes. This therefore, that the  
human being will think about the evil he/she is just about to create. Therefore, the consequences i.e., the  
negative effects of his/ her actions will be pointed out in a prophetic manner, so that the human being can  
begin to act reasonably and avoid evil consequences, i.e. negative effects and make something good and  
positive out of his thoughts, feelings and actions. Therefore, it depends on human beings themselves if a  
prophecy does fulfill itself or not. That is true in respect to a Third World War, for the prophecies do not  
say that a Third World War will be unavoidable, but refer to the possibility of such a war if human beings  
will not change and stop their political and war-like and religious insane behavior and do not make a  
beginning to change toward the positive in all areas. So it is solely up to human beings themselves if the  
prophecy fulfils itself or not. And that is correct in the case of the Third World War which in fact does not  
have to happen if human beings finally will be reasonable and bring the powerful and mighty to their  
senses, who are in fact all those stupid, power-hungry, greedy for profit, self-complacent, greedy, hateful,  
idiotic, and are crazy enough to launch wars and incite those of the people who are stupid and idiotic and  
will scream pro and hurray and take up arms to kill innocent human beings.  
 
Contrary to prophecies, predictions are unavoidable happenings and will be in some way predicted by  
clairvoyance through visions or through a glance into the future. They are true, unstoppable and  
unchangeable and cannot be avoided. Neither in recent times nor in times past has a prediction been given  
for a Third World War, only prophecies exist in this respect that do not have to fulfill themselves as  
everybody knows, if human beings act reasonably against these and do not let a threat become reality.  
Therefore, in respect of a Third World Fire, it depends entirely on the reason, behavior and action of the  
human being, if he/she will let the prophecy become reality or not.  
There is in fact not a Third World War predicted, the prophecies speak solely of a possibility that such  
a war could become reality in the years 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2011 and in later years too, if the human  
being continues to pursue war on a military, political and religious basis and does not apply reason and  
lets the mighty of religion and states muddle on, and lets the stupid and idiotic be incited by irresponsible  
and criminal elements.  
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An ancient prediction speaks of women who, in the third millennium, will come into power and will  
create peace, freedom, love and harmony; subsequently men will be forced to relinquish their despotic  
rule they have kept for thousands of years. Truly a very pleasant prediction but it will bring disadvantages  
in the beginning because at first, women will come into powerful positions who are just as overbearing  
and idiotic as those "gentlemen" who bask in their power and create wars, terrorize the people and look  
for humble and submissive idiots who will be in bondage to them. At first, only a few women in the  
world will take the rudder as "mothers of the new millennium" and later, little by little, the real true  
mothers will step forward and will lead the world toward peace, freedom, love, order and harmony.  
Unfortunately it is true in this respect too, that all the beginnings are difficult and "false mothers" will at  
first take the rudder, until the "true mothers of the millennium" will take the destiny of mankind into their  
hands and create a world in which fear of misery, suffering and wars will be gone as well as greed for  
power and injustice which the mighty power of men had forced upon mankind of earth for thousands of  
years with their greed for power and control and in their overbearing behavior.  
 
Billy  
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One More Important Word  
by Billy Meier on February 1, 2003 at 3:17 pm  
   
  
In 1991, George H.W. Bush senior, the president of the US, made war against the Iraqi people  
and its leadership, with the aim to oust Saddam Husain and to make the country into an  
American protectorate, however this failed miserably. For this defeat, the new president of the  
US, George W. Bush, wants to take revenge and of course, Bush senior collaborates behind the  
scene, and together with others who are irresponsible helps in an inciting and incendiary manner  
to add fuel in favor of a new war against Iraq, i.e. Gulf War. Thus today everything points to  
war, caused by those irresponsible Americans to whom one human life means nothing -- and  
these -- as many others before, collaborate and do everything possible to keep America the  
lowest as well as humanely depraved country and with terror within the state, military,  
jurisdiction and economy, she is the worst country among all civilized countries in the world. Of  
course with the exception of all those Americans - and they are a small minority - who are  
honorable human beings and have nothing to do with the American systems of government,  
secret services, the judicial system, politics, religions and economy as well as with the military,  
and the terror which exists everywhere. That has to be clearly stated.  
  
All the signs indicate war already, whereby US president George W. Bush, in a shabby manner  
even is enormously hypocritically audacious to bring God into the picture, who supposedly holds  
America responsible to care for peace and order, and to establish this in the world, whereby this  
self-glorifying and in all respects irresponsible character, so to speak, pretends to be God's  
chosen hand to avenge and even elevates himself to be the omnipotent in power. With  
horrendous lies and warlike measures, he allures the human beings of the world and maintains  
that American security of state is just as threatened by Saddam Husain, as are also the rest of the  
countries in the world. But these false statements are made only to win over as many allies as  
possible and to remind members of NATO of their duty to assist. For that purpose Bush stops at  
nothing, consequently he and his followers and supporters invent ever new scenarios of threat.  
Therefore, they speak of a huge chemical and biological arsenal of weapons that Saddam Husain  
is supposed to keep hidden in private dwellings in Iraq and later is supposed to keep them hidden  
from the UN inspectors in neighboring Syria. Furthermore, plans are supposed to exist in Iraq to  
attack the neighboring states as also, Iraq is supposed to train terrorists under the protection of  
Saddam Husain, and that he tolerates them in his country; besides that he allegedly supports and  
helps to finance international terrorism. For all of these accusations, no proof could be found as  
yet by Bush and his followers, not by the UN-inspectors and the howling America-friendly  
statesmen in power of other countries. However, if such proof will be found none the less, for  
instance, to convince the UN to approve the war, it is possible that these proofs will be  
falsifications and only serves Bush, and therefore America, to be able to start the war against  
Iraq.  
  
As it is known, the weapons-inspectors have free access everywhere in Iraq and nothing could be  
found except the already known and declared weapons systems. Moreover, these declared  
systems were supplied by the USA to her then ally, Iraq, in about 1980. But this does not impress  
the irresponsible statesman in power of America, for he is blinded with hate, and with  
degenerated fright, cowardice and lust for revenge, he does not allow his mind to be changed,  
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and regardless of all world-wide protests against him and his politics of inciting war, he pushes  
on with his insaneness. Even in the USA, many voices are heard. However, Bush ignores these  
as he ignores the high amount of dead that are to be expected in Bush's war against the countries  
classified by him as evil. The US president is not able to recognize that through his insanity, the  
Third World War can be conjured up due to his stupidity, his hatred, as well as by his  
irresponsibility, fright, cowardice, craving for power, self-glorification, arrogance, craving for  
revenge and in elevating himself to God. Moreover the reason exists that a war is a possibility for  
the US military to be able to test the newest American super modern weapons and furthermore to  
step up the American armament industry and therefore result in immense profit for the USA and  
eliminate a large amount of unemployment. The case was similar in 1945, when Hiroshima and  
Nagasaki were leveled with atomic bombs: This was an undertaking that was prepared for five  
years, and through this, the Japanese were practically forced by the USA to bomb Pearl Harbor,  
which then enabled the Americans to retaliate in the form of the atomic bombing, and gave  
America the opportunity to execute an effectual test of a nuclear bomb attack. To this day, this  
fact has been kept a secret to the American people, and to the rest of the world.  
  
But there is the oil. Iraq is one of the world's biggest oil-producers; this is a fact. And, America is  
largely dependent on crude oil from other countries as her own reserves are small. One of the  
reasons for Bush and America to make war on Iraq and to overthrow Saddam Husain is to secure  
access to one of the biggest oil wells of the world. And America will go to any length to reach  
her aim, using the assistance of Iraqi politicians in exile and collaborators in Iraq, who can  
always be found and are prepared to collaborate with America for their own purpose to form a  
democratic government of their own - which is doubtful - in order to rule in an evil and  
irresponsible manner in the end. They get their instructions to achieve just that, respectively from  
the American Ambassador, the American Secret Service or directly from Washington. And really  
the craving of Bush and America for war with Iraq has neither to do with the establishing of  
democracy nor establishing human rights. North Korea proves this alone, by ordering the UN- 
controllers to leave the country and in North Korea's continuation of a nuclear weapons-program.  
Fortunately for the North Koreans, the USA answers with diplomacy (still), for North Korea has  
no oil fields and no other important raw materials worthwhile for Bush and America to seize by  
measures of war and to bring the country under her protection.  
  
Great dangers lie hidden in George Bush's appeal to NATO Partners in participating in an  
irresponsible and criminal war against Iraq or other similar degenerated adventures and  
operations. Should irresponsible statesmen in power - i.e. from Europe and the European Union -  
agree to participate in the criminal machinations of war by Bush and America, the consequences  
will be horrendous for Europe. Even the Third World War could develop in the end and  
screaming and howling misery and terror will be brought upon the whole earth.  
 
And I Billy, a Swiss have to say: For many years many politicians and citizens of Switzerland  
flirt to join the EU and NATO, and these citizens should imagine what the present situation  
means for Switzerland if she really becomes a NATO-member. America and NATO would find  
it just right that Swiss men would have to die for an irresponsible and criminal war in the interest  
of America's greed for power and control of the world. And the same would happen to our  
children and grandchildren. The entry into the UN alone cracks the neutrality of Switzerland  
because in times of threats of war, as at present, she is a contributory voice in determining that a  
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war has to take place. And the decision of the UN by resolutions to agree that a war has to take  
place or not, contradicts to the meaning of this organization in all respects, as the UN's basic  
principle is founded on the establishing and keeping of peace. However, the exact opposite is  
true. So indeed, the question arises how stupid all those Swiss citizens have to be who voted for  
Switzerland to become a member of the UN. To keep up the Swiss neutrality should be the first  
concern of each Swiss man and woman. With the entry into the UN, the neutrality of the Swiss  
has become questionable, as reality now proves, for the UN can order and vote for a war at any  
time. And that exactly speaks against the neutrality of Switzerland, because the true and active  
politics for peace should be fundamentally to prevent war i.e. to accomplish peace - and that is  
trampled upon.  
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What the Plejarens Wish for the Human Beings of Earth  
Presented by Quetzal in Contact Rep ort #215 on Saturday, February 28, 1987, at 2:09am  
  
  
Quetzal:  
 
1.  For the earth humans, we wish that they, in all love and reason, tend toward bringing an end  
to all aggression, acts of violence and wars, as well as all criminality, all hate, all discord,  
every bondage as well as any craving for vengeance and retaliation.  
 
2.  In order that correct justice and humanity, as well as true reverence for life can prevail, it is  
our desire that in all countries worldwide, torture as well as the death penalty be abolished  
and laws be enacted where every life and the right to soundness of the body and psyche are  
respected and placed under legal protection.  
 
3.  We wish that a normal state of population and births be strived for on Earth and, in this  
regard, effective worldwide birth control be enforced, because only through this can too  
excessive an overpopulation be avoided and even further privation, criminality, hate against  
fellow men, wars, exploitation of Earth’s resources to the utmost, as well as new diseases,  
epidemics and misery be avoided and contained.  
 
4.  A means of food production should be strived for on Earth among all people and these  
goods should be distributed in such a manner that the misery of hunger no longer develops  
and, therefore, all people have enough food.  
 
5.  Earth humans should no longer be destructive in all areas of science and in the cultivation of  
land and forests, as well as water utilization, etc., but rather be constructive and progressive.  
This also refers to the preservation of a healthy atmosphere and ever more threatening  
climatic change, with reference to that which originates through human fault.  
6.  Earth humans should consciously unfold in the forms of love and knowledge, as well as in  
true humanity, and recognize Creation-given evolution as the highest goal and meaning of  
life.  
 
7.  Earth humans should utilize their sciences in such a manner that true, positive progress  
develops in every respect.  
 
8.  The cognition, knowledge, experience, as well as wisdom should grow within earth humans  
that they are not the only human life forms in the entire universe and are, furthermore, but a  
fraction of the whole within the universe.  
9.  True peace as well as true love and freedom should finally prevail on Earth and among all  
human beings regardless of skin color, race and faith, without hate, revenge, jealousy,  
craving for retaliation, privation, misery, murder, homicide, terror and wars.  
 
10.  It should come to an end that the countries of Earth—even the poorest and most  
underdeveloped among them—maintain armies that are armed to the teeth and senselessly  
burn away innumerable sums of money in the billions which could and should be used for  
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the true well-being of the people. Thus it should finally cease that politicians and the  
military, as well as the most diverse organizations everywhere in the world, talk about peace  
and freedom, love and humanity, in order to justify tremendous financial expenditures on the  
one hand, and on the other hand, to snatch up even more of these funds for purposes of war  
and terror and to heat up the weapons industry so that further acts of terrorism and war can  
be carried out with the new weapons.  
 
11.  It must finally come to an end on Earth that human beings with other forms of conviction as  
well as different faith, skin color and race are hated, pursued, tortured and killed.  
 
12.  It must come to an end that umpteen thousand tons of food are criminally destroyed on a  
daily basis for reasons of profit or, due to low market prices, they are simply thrown into  
rivers, fed to livestock or left to rot away; food which would spare millions of people from a  
death by starvation, in particular women and children who are the ones bearing the most  
misery in this regard.  
 
13.  It must come to an end that earth humans as a whole face all their enormous problems  
helplessly and powerlessly because all the profit-greedy, irresponsible and unscrupulous  
ones are able to conduct their criminal affairs unrestrained without being held accountable  
for them, as are also the governmental persons of responsibility who are incapable of  
administering their office within the framework of a just and appropriate leadership in order  
to resolve the mounting problems.  
14.  Most urgently, the earth human must learn to bear his own responsibility and consciously act  
in a progressive manner in accordance with this. It can no longer persist that the  
responsibility is simply shifted onto someone or something else, because the individual is  
responsible for all of his own thinking, feelings and actions. The individual must recognize  
and adhere to his responsibility, because only when the individual begins recognition of his  
responsibility and adheres to his responsibility will the next person be prompted to do the  
same, whereby others, in turn, will join in, and finally the whole of Earth’s mankind will be  
taken up by it.  
 
15.  If the individual person feels the need to actively do something to change the world, its  
human beings in particular, this actually is within his power, but only in such a manner that  
he be an example to his fellow man and fellow men. Thus every person has it within him- 
/herself to begin a change for the better, toward peace, love, freedom, progress, as well as  
toward knowledge and wisdom. Everyone must make a start by himself and also discover  
the way to a free and happy life on his own. Each person must first acquire an optimistic  
attitude solely for himself, and from this will initially result the progress of expansion  
through which his fellow men will be prompted and will join in. And if people think  
consciously in this direction, then they will make the amazing discovery that all means and  
all hopes for a true progress exist only when they start everything by themselves.  
 
16.  The human being must recognize, discover and experience, in detail through his own  
cognition, what his true, innermost being is and how it relates  to the external personality.  
 
17.  Unfortunately, earth humans have generally assigned top ranks or top status to political,  
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economic, scientific, military, material and financial values. These, however, are non-values  
that bring tremendous damage through which the well-being in physical and psychological  
aspects is impaired, as well as the consciousness-related development of the individual and  
even of the whole of mankind. As a result, the true sages and philosophers have vanished,  
making room for the wanna-be’s with respect to wisdom and philosophy who frequently  
inundate the world and its mankind with horrendous nonsense that has nothing to do with  
reality, correctness and conformity to laws of the spiritual energies and Creation. All of  
these non-values must be removed in order to place the true sages back in their proper place  
in society. The opportunity must be provided for these few who are presently on Earth, to  
emerge from their hidden solitude so that they can instruct the people. In so doing, however,  
all those must be pushed into the background who spread unreasonable sectarian teachings  
and principles, through which earth humans have been pushed away from the real truth and  
have been misled.  
18.  Earth humans must learn not to solely pursue materialism and money from birth until death,  
and hence they should not listen just to those who have amassed political or military power  
or an immense fortune. And so they should neither aspire after them nor try to be like them,  
and devote neither their time, their work and efforts nor their initiative and lives to them, as  
well. If people nevertheless do this, then they forfeit their evolution and thus the meaning of  
their existence. And if they do not lose their life in a direct manner, then they make  
themselves dependent on the rulers of a political, dictatorial, military or materially wealthy  
form, shouting approval and support for them and becoming those who live an appearance  
instead of those who truly live/exist.  
 
19.  The earth human must free himself from the variety of political, dictatorial, military,  
scientific and faith-oriented directions, as this alone guarantees, on the one hand, the  
discovery and following of the path of the Creational truth and its laws and commandments,  
as well as, on the other hand, a loving, peaceful, liberated, wise and harmonious functioning  
of the individuals and the entire community of mankind. Truthfully no movement of a  
political, military, economical, scientific, philosophical and faith-oriented form should be  
allowed to dominate over another. However if such domination exists, then rivalries, hate,  
racism, faith and political struggles, as well as discord, lack of freedom, unkindness,  
ignorance and many further non-values develop which lead to destruction, murder and  
manslaughter, in addition to warlike actions and falsehood.  
 
20.  The earth human must change toward the good and positive through his own reason and  
grasp of responsibility, and thereby rehabilitate himself. Thus he must establish his own  
dimension and free himself from his self-demeaning service toward all his shortcomings and  
his false hopes and desires. The earth human considers that he will live new lives over and  
over again in striving for that which is higher in accordance with the Creational laws and  
commandments through many new personalities in reincarnation of the spirit form and the  
comprehensive consciousness block, namely in the obligation of a Creational path that he  
consciously develops in every logical, good and positive form. But this means that every  
person must strive for his advancement through personal responsibility, and society must  
also make that possible for him. It is correct that everybody takes the trouble to perform the  
required work for which he will be paid and which will enable him to afford housing in one  
form or the other, as well as, in self-responsibility, to bear the cost of his food and clothing  
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and also for his training and education and for all arising needs.  
21.  The earth human must learn to recognize and understand his true, innermost Creational  
being, because solely through this will it be possible for him to get involved with his body  
and, above all, his material consciousness and its awakening and development. Thus he must  
learn his own self-appreciation for his innermost being as well as his body and  
consciousness and come to this realization by himself. So the recognition and conscious  
arousal of one's own innermost being occurs through the awakening of the material  
consciousness as well as true awareness of the body.  
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Thoughts about Worries of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow  
by Billy Meier on July 4, 1998 at 1:05 am  
  
  
Every Earth year has 365 days in which we are subjected to both joyful and painful events,  
which make us walk at one time with our head lifted high and at another time with it dropped  
dejectedly to the chest, because humans are denied the right to freedom from timidness,  
apprehension, sorrow, pain and doubt. And yet, as more days pass, equally as many days come  
into being only to also disappear into the past and recede from our dominion. With every passing  
day our mistakes and fears, our sorrows and deficiencies along with our grief, pain, and suffering  
retreat from the present, as do joy and sadness for nothing remains eternal before the law of  
transience.  
  
Everything in the past recedes eternally beyond our dominion, and nothing, be it will, promise,  
money, possession or property, can ever ring it back again. Nothing that has ever happened can  
be undone by humans, and neither our power nor that of the universe can reverse anything we  
have experienced and suffered nor can it be turned into something that was not experienced or  
not endured. Not one spoken word can be erased nor can any deed be undone, for things of the  
past are permanently gone and can never be brought back, made anew into an event or turned  
back into the actual moment of the experience. What is past is gone for good, and this holds true  
for yesterday, the day before, and all other days and years of the past, along with any occurrences  
we have experienced, fears, apprehensions, joys, sufferings, sorrows, pains, faults, gains, losses,  
and anything else that took place.  
  
To worry about the past is futile for to do so hampers our progress and success. Only unwise  
people wallow in the sadness, worry, pain, fear and doubts of past events. Furthermore, it is also  
unintelligent and demoralizing to worry about tomorrow and other future matters, since by  
worrying about things we repress and overlook truly important matters. This precipitates  
fidgetiness and incompetence in our manner of thinking, our feelings and actions and leads, in  
turn, to faulty actions, thoughts, and failures which are encumbered with insurmountable  
hardships. Worrying about tomorrow, the following day or other future days and times results in  
pessimistic promises, poor performances, as well  as destructive thoughts, feelings and actions,  
against which the individual is defenseless.  
  
On every single day that exists in a future of tomorrows or the days-after-tomorrow or in days  
and times even beyond, we must influence and cope with all those matters we cannot act against,  
change, influence or guide in such a way whereby we become the winners of the daily battles, so  
we gain the greatest benefit of each day. We must continually conquer and assimilate fears,  
apprehensions, grief, worry, pain, doubt, and so forth to gain their benefit and the best they offer  
us. We must not gather and amass yesterday's, today's and tomorrow's burdens into one package  
nor should we wallow in them, for this can produce our collapse. Should any negative matters  
appear, regardless of how trying and shattering they may be, they are but a mere episode in our  
lives, and within seconds they will irretrievably elude into the past. Hence, such negative matters  
should be conquered and assimilated rationally and logically as swiftly as possible, so they do  
not become chronic burdens whereby grief, worry, fears, pain, doubt, apprehension, and other  
things turn into headlocks for us and become a daily horror.  
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As a rule, rarely do the experiences and events of only the current day plunge us into fear,  
despair and the like. On the contrary. The experiences and events of one day do not bring us to  
the brink of a nervous breakdown. Instead, we usually have on one hand the fears,  
apprehensions, worries, grief and doubts for tomorrow, the day after that, and the future in  
general with the consequence that people often experience last-minute-panic attacks. On the  
other hand we experience guilt for things that occurred yesterday, the day before or some other  
past time. Our memory seizes things of the past at any cost which then create fear and the dread  
of what tomorrow and the near future may bring.  
  
Our lives are very rich in substance. They are entwined and interwoven with countless negative  
and positive things. Still, it is within our power to form our experiences into things with a  
neutral-positive balance, to cope with them and to live. May we all, therefore, make the most of  
each day without fears, apprehensions, pain, grief, doubt, worry or the like. Instead, may we  
learn to conquer and master these things so we may be cheerful and free and able to state with  
dignity in the last minute of our lives: "I have lived my life honorably and in evolutionary  
fulfillment, and to a good measure I have satisfied the duties of the [Creational] laws."  
  
Billy   
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January 30, 2003  
  
To the Statesmen in Power and to Mankind of Earth:  
  
This is especially pointed to George W. Bush/USA, Ariel Sharon/Israel, Saddam  
Husain/Iraq, Yasser Arafat/Palestine and Osama bin Laden and their followers  
and supporters, yet also to all others who are misled, wrong, mistaken, guilty and  
irresponsible statesmen in power and terrorists as well as their howling followers  
who encourage and support war and terror or are engaged themselves in some  
way or other.  
  
 
In approximately the last 1,000 years on earth, there were only just 250 years of peace. During  
all other times bloody wars, revolutions and acts of terror of all kinds have gone down in a  
dishonorable way in historic records. In all these times, dozens of warlike actions were recorded  
each year worldwide in various countries, with hundreds of millions of human lives lost in total,  
and indescribable suffering brought upon mankind of earth as well as immense destruction  
worldwide. Within the 20th century, two world wars raged in the time of 1914 - 1918 and 1939 -  
1945. The pinnacle of insanity was reached by the Americans in the Second World War with the  
dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima, Japan on August 6th 1945, with the result of approx.  
250,000 human beings losing their lives and survivors experiencing problems of health later in  
time. Three days later, on the 9th of August, the Americans destroyed Nagasaki/Japan in like  
manner with a further attack through atomic bombing, whereby officially, approx. 70,000 human  
beings were killed. In addition, in Germany, the Americans operated in the same criminal  
manner and in contempt of human life, when they leveled the city of Dresden, at that time a huge  
military hospital, with monstrous bombing attacks. This action happened under the name of  
"Operation Thunder Clap" on Feb. 13th /14th 1945. In the year 1939, the residents of Dresden  
counted 630,000, and with these three inhuman and irresponsible British-American bombing  
attacks, innumerable victims were claimed, because in addition to the residents at that time,  
approx. 500,000 refugees from Silesia were present as well as many forced laborers and soldiers.  
The first official number of human beings killed in these bombings was 25,000, however, this  
was not in keeping with the truth. Therefore later the number of the murdered was corrected to  
250,000, but later again reduced to 35,000. This minimizing as usual was done also in the case  
with Hiroshima and Nagasaki, because in truth there were very many more killed. One has only  
to consider the amount of bombs the British and Americans dropped onto Dresden, namely 772  
British bomber formations dropped 1,477.7 tons of mines and explosive bombs in two attacks in  
one night, besides 1,181.8 tons of incendiary bombs. These caused immense fire storms and  
rolling walls of fire, and nothing was able to escape them, as well as nothing could escape the  
fire storms and rolling walls of fire, caused by 643.1 tons of American incendiary bombs. During  
the daily air raids of the following six days, Americans released an additional 3,767.1 tons of  
explosive bombs whereby the bomber formations each consisted of 311 Liberator Bombers, so- 
called "Flying Fortresses". The area of total destruction amounted to 12 square kilometers, while  
a further area of 15 square kilometers suffered heavy to most severe destruction.  
 
The above listed atrocities of the Americans only correspond to a small fraction of the enormous  
machinations of crimes towards mankind, for already long before the 20th century, when  
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America was settled by many sectarian and criminal elements from Europe, and America  
integrated herself into the world as a new state, many atrocities of the Americans against human  
beings were recorded. One does not have to look very far, but only recollect the almost  
extinction of the American Indians or the enormous crimes of slavery, when slave traders  
criminally kidnapped black human beings in Africa and enslaved them in America whereby  
many thousands were already tortured, tormented and murdered in Africa, or on boats used for  
transportation of slaves while survivors had to endure a life of the worst enslavement in America  
if they were not "tarred and feathered" by racists such as the "Ku-Klux-Klan". Not to mention the  
fact that in the time of slavery, America operated farms for the breeding of slaves where female  
slaves were brutally raped and impregnated in vast numbers by chosen studs. This was done to  
produce descendants of slaves as this was a cheaper way than kidnapping them in Africa, and  
cheaper than the difficult transport to America whereby thousands of slaves were tortured and  
killed or died at sea miserably through illnesses, epidemics, thirst and hunger. But one also has to  
take note of all the innumerable secret underhand practices and murders of the American Secret  
Service that has spread and continues to spread terror all over the world, silencing all those by  
murder who are courageous enough to disseminate the truth and bring the true common practices  
of America out into the open. This is a country, that sets herself up to be the World Police and  
interferes in the affairs of other countries and establishes herself in them, although it is none of  
her business to be there and as a rule she is unwanted. In this way of operating, the American  
greed for world control is clearly and distinctly seen, and pursuing this aim of world control, she  
unscrupulously walks over millions of dead, and sheds the blood of human beings as well as  
creating unceasing suffering and misery, pain, hardship and destruction and continues to do so.  
And all this manner of operating continues in endless perpetuation, therefore no end is in sight.  
 
The US-actor Ronald Reagan, later the 40th president of the USA was an evil warmonger.  
During the Second World War, the 33rd president of the USA, Harry S. Truman ordered the  
atomic bombing attack on Japan. In the war of Vietnam, for reasons of secret American  
operations called "US Special War", atrocious war crimes were committed by the American  
military, that alone by thinking of them, the normal human being was gripped by a surge of  
naked terror. One has only to remember the massacre of My Lai. As the 41st president of the  
USA, George H.W. Bush senior, started the first Bush-Gulf War in 1991, and now the second  
Bush-Gulf War should follow, this time set off by his irresponsible and obviously megalomaniac  
and infernally stupid son, George W. Bush who in arrogance and self-glorification sets himself  
up as an omnipotent being, and surpasses by far his progenitor with his war-craving actions. And  
this irresponsible and young jackanapes contemplating the lives of human beings, even threatens  
to spark a nuclear scenario in Iraq and consequently this will again cost the lives of hundreds of  
thousands or even millions of human beings, and this only approx. 3,500 kilometers from  
Europe, which could certainly be affected in an evil way by such insanity. And what is this all  
about - on one hand only to get at the oil of Iraq, and on the other hand, to spread the might of  
American political, economical and military power as well as religious forms. In this connection  
however, the obvious aspect has to be considered - Islam has to be fought, because it is allegedly  
not compatible with the sectarianism of Christianity. Thus everything leads towards a religious  
Bush-War although Islam i.e. the Muslims have not given any reason for America to lead such a  
war, considering that no account is taken of the minority of the insane terrorists who in their  
fanaticism are not in command of their mind and reason. And the whole of mankind cowardly  
looks on at all these machinations of atrocities to mankind and does not undertake anything to  
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break the insanity and greed for power of those who bring about death, suffering, hardship, pain,  
ruin and destruction to the world and its human beings. Various states, especially the countries of  
the EU, join the war cry of Bush with the others. Responsibility and reason concerning the  
refusal of war is also not to be expected of the UN and the Security Council because they as well  
howl with the Bush-wolf. Therefore, there will be only very few responsible and reasonable of  
few states who fight against the machinations of war by the warmongers. But their voices will be  
drowned by the frightful and cowardly irresponsible, who start the war cry or only vote for it.  
This unreasonable and irresponsible howling of the statesmen in power and their followers and  
others agreeing, rests on naked fear and cowardice and is pointing towards Iraq with Saddam  
Husain representing a threat and danger to the world, while in truth America with her would-be- 
cowboy Bush junior, really embody the effective danger and threat to the world. The most  
dangerous terrorism of all comes from America and her president who considers himself a God  
and master of all things.  
 
Should in fact a clash of weapons occur in Iraq, prodded by the howling for war by Bush, then  
this can become a reality and the fulfillment of the Henok Prophecies, although the old prophecy  
says that due to this consequence, the Third World War could in fact break out in the year 2006,  
whereby it should be said that it depends if this date is taken from the modern calendar of today  
or according to the time since the birth of Jmmanuel, which then would correspond to the year  
2003. Another prophecy speaks of an all-encompassing war in the year 2011. But at the present,  
the year 2006 has to be considered, because the last decades that have gone by with all the  
happenings in military and political machinations point towards this time. There were already  
certain happenings, which were named definitely as early precursors of the Third World Fire -  
while the present machinations of the irresponsible US president George W. Bush, indicate that  
this will be the start of the End of Days prophesied since olden times. And this will be a war as  
mercilessly as never before was led, with nuclear weapons as also with weapons of a biological  
and such related to radiation and of a chemical kind. The prophecies of old say that such a war  
will eradicate about two thirds of mankind and create enormous destruction to such an extent that  
life can barely exist. But the same prophecies also say, that in such a war as never before, the  
whole world and mankind will be involved, therefore no state and no nation will be spared.  
Europe as America will be destroyed to a high degree and human beings will die gruesome  
deaths in vast numbers and only a minority will survive. So it is written in the prophecies, which  
are being ignored and ridiculed or made fun of and disregarded. And has the time come and the  
Third World War rages over the earth, then this happens solely through the irresponsible insanity  
of some statesmen in power as well as their followers - to whom each life of a human being is  
equally worth nothing as well as nature and the existence of the planet. Moreover many former  
statesmen in power as well as their followers and supporters who not any longer hold their  
positions are to be mentioned, they have contributed and helped to bring about the present  
condition of the completely demolished state of the world, in the way of military, political and  
economical development. Today the irresponsible statesmen, wanton for power as mainly US  
president Bush and his followers and supporters, howling along and also the Israeli Ariel Sharon,  
the Palestinian Yasser Arafat and the Iraqi dictator Saddam Husain, as well as the frightened and  
cowardly irresponsible statesmen in power of the European states who believe to have to be in  
league with America to be spared the experience of war. Yet, should the great fire of the Third  
World War break out, caused by the guilt of America and Israel as well as Iraq and Palestine and  
all of the terrorists, the howling will be stuck in the throats of all those who howled for war  
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before.  
All the characters holding the positions of power in states and howl with the great evil wolf  
called America should not be left in their powerful positions as they neither work for the welfare  
of their nations, nor work towards a true peace, but in limitless fright and cowardice, indulge in  
their megalomania, greed for power, their hatred and vengeance. Indeed, these characters have to  
be removed by the people in due time to prevent even more harm, disaster, ruin, corruption and  
destruction to the earth and mankind. Yet, there is still time to prevent further disaster and further  
insanity of warlike and terrorist behavior, if mankind finally defends itself against such  
irresponsible statesmen and warmongers and drive them out of their powerful positions before  
they can trigger the final catastrophe. Mankind has yet a last chance to prevent their own as also  
the world's destruction and the worst happenings since the existence of mankind and let the old  
prophecies not come true. If everything is directed into the right channels and human beings let  
reason decide, then the old prophecies cannot be fulfilled. If the broad masses of mankind do not  
apply this reason, and they do not bring the mighty and powerful to their senses and they are not  
removed to let reasonable and conscientious strong leaders take over the governing of states,  
then annihilation is certain.  
 
The root of all evil is America, because of her excesses in regard to her self-appointment to be  
the World Police, and in respect to her machinations of ambitions in world control which leads to  
hatred and terror around the world, indeed, especially against America herself as well as to her  
allies. The more America interferes in foreign affairs and installs herself in foreign states, the  
greater the hatred becomes towards all and everything that is American... thus, the worldwide  
terrorism of Osama bin Laden and that of his network, al-Qaeda was born. And this hatred of the  
terrorists and its connected campaigns of revenge will increase, indeed, completely in relation to  
the hateful and revengeful actions of America. And this terrorism, which is in balance with the  
terrorism of America, will likewise contribute largely to the Third World War because  
everything is hopelessly entangled. Therefore, Osama bin Laden and his followers have to be  
removed, yet not through American terrorism of a military kind, but through reason. The  
foundation of reason does not rest on a tremendous rearming of war machinery of America -  
while she prohibits other states to do the same and forces these states into war by accusing them  
of being an all-embracing omnivorous World War Power, should they not tow the line America  
determines. With all possible means to rearm like the devil and to oppress and enslave others to  
bomb, to annihilate and to destroy everything is in fact the whole wisdom of America, as this has  
been proved repeatedly since the existence of this state. In that country, no ear is given to the  
peace-loving minority. How could it be otherwise in a country where wrong comes before right,  
where the death penalty exists and many innocent people are executed and nobody seems to care,  
and justice seems to be asleep.  
 
The fact is, as long as America interferes in the affairs of foreign states, sets herself up in them  
and continues to play the World Police and wants to devour and swipe the whole world and its  
peoples - as long as this is so, there will be hatred and terror as well as retaliatory measures and  
measures of revenge against America and her followers and supporters. Calmness, freedom, and  
peace can become a path to reality only then when America withdraws from the world and  
disappears out of all countries where she has set herself up in a military, political, religious and  
economical manner. She has likewise to surrender her grand airs of world control as also the  
madness to think she has to be the World Police. Thus America has to develop herself in such a  
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way that she does not any more tolerate warmongering elements in the government of her state  
and within her people, as this also has to happen in Israel, Iraq and in the state of Palestine. Also,  
Sharon, Arafat, and Saddam Husain as George W. Bush must be removed from their positions of  
power in their states as all of the other statesmen in power who are responsible for injustice,  
treason, terror, capital punishment, suicide commandos, political murder, secret service murder  
etc., and they who abuse their power. Only a mankind united can guarantee a procedure for the  
removal of the wrong, criminal, irresponsible, power-hungry, inconscientious, warmongering,  
cowardly, hateful, revengeful, and self-glorifying statesmen in power and their followers etc.  
from their positions and guarantee the prevention of the ever threatening Third World War with  
the potential of death, destruction, misery and terror as never before seen since the existence of  
the earth and its human beings. Therefore, human beings of earth, throw those statesmen out of  
their positions who are irresponsible, criminal, who commit treason and are without dignity and  
honor, and replace them with human beings who take over the leadership of state in a responsible  
manner and work for the well-being and true peace and the preservation of the planet earth.  
Indeed, such human beings are rarely to be found, yet with good will, reason, understanding and  
patience they can be found; and they have to be found and put in charge of the positions in state  
leadership because they alone guarantee the effective well-being and the continued existence of  
mankind on earth and its world. Only such human beings will be able to create true freedom, true  
peace, and actual unity among the whole population of earth. Yet, the powers that will lead the  
state have to be in effect modest, selfless, honest to be in such a position of power, and have to  
respect the life of each human being and of any other form of life and respect nature and the  
existence of the planet. Quetzal spoke in this manner already in a conversation on December  
31st, 1988 whereby the following was said:  
 
Quetzal: Officially, you should publish them (the Henok Prophecies) after January 1st, 2003. It  
will then be the moment in time when you shall make an appeal to the rulers of the earth,  
warning them that the Third World War threatens if worldwide political peaceful ways are not  
chosen and adopted immediately. At the same time you shall also indicate that the great threat  
comes especially from America, Israel, Iraq and Palestine, whereby especially America will be  
the greatest evil that wants to settle in all states worldwide in a military and economical manner,  
and these are the reasons among others that especially in the Islamic world, great and mighty  
organizations of terror develop which prepare for death, horror, ruin and destruction all around  
the world, but especially aim at America, whereby also many other countries will be affected.  
Yet, also Israel and Palestine as well as Iraq will be involved in this bad game although most of  
the guilt for this evil will be found in the warmongering and war-leading ringleaders George W.  
Bush, Yasser Arafat, Saddam Husain, and Ariel Sharon as I explained already at earlier times.  
Will there not be a turn for the better in the beginning of the millennium, the prophecy according  
to Henok will come true that the Third World War in the year 2006 will take place and two thirds  
of mankind will lose their lives. And all this, because immense deadly weapons will be used,  
such as biological and chemical, as well as nuclear and such related to radiation. With that, a  
catastrophe will befall the Earth and mankind as never before was and never will be again. Yet  
mankind can still win if reason and common sense is the highest objective, and all the  
irresponsible powerful in states and their followers and supporters are relieved of their positions  
and are replaced with responsible human beings, who use their leading positions solely for the  
well-being of mankind and therefore also for true peace and for the actual freedom. The  
irresponsible and criminal elements, who are powerful and self-glorifying, as well as their  
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followers who cry for war and terror, have to be removed immediately by the people and indeed,  
in the near future when, as I already mentioned earlier, the irresponsible and powerful of  
America, Israel, Palestine, and Iraq, despising human lives, are involved in their deadly and  
destructive insanity. Naturally, many statesmen in power would have to be named who  
irresponsibly abuse their power, but the true ringleaders of all evil are the powerful and their  
followers in the states of America, Israel, Palestine, and Iraq.  
 
Billy: As I see it, the prospects for the future are grim, yet I will begin my work in January 2003.  
Some clear-minded human beings will certainly be there and will listen to my advice, but the  
dull bulk of human beings and the irresponsible mighty in this world will not belong to them.  
Thus I do think therefore, all words of admonition and explaining, enlightening and informing  
will be useless, because who listens to one single human being anyway. Thus, I will continue to  
be the lonesome caller in the desert, as I have always been, who only a few will take notice of  
and follow his advice. Nonetheless, it is necessary to raise the voice and shout into the world all  
that what has to be shouted with might. But those who deem themselves cleverer than the rest, as  
usual, will call out in their idiocy and ignorance, that such expounding and utterances as well as  
explanations would always be made only then when evil is threatening, apart from that nothing  
will be heard; a stupid explanation without rhyme or reason, because in truth it repeatedly has  
been and is being spoken of, in fact, since olden times.  
 
This is the end of the excerpt of the conversation to which the following has to be said:  
 
Human beings of the earth, it is time to take on reason, turn towards the true life and live  
according to the laws and commandments of Creation in a natural manner and in a humanely  
dignified manner get rid of those irresponsible and criminal statesmen in power doing wrong,  
who with greed of power in self-glorification and hatred and revenge etc. drive mankind into  
hardship, misery, horror and many deaths and thereby also destroy the achievements of human  
beings and the whole world. Human beings of earth, unite in common sense and reason to  
understand and love, no matter to which religion, race, and people you belong. In a dignified  
human way, make certain that those criminals and terrorist statesmen in power and terrorists  
disappear, who work against the well being of nations and the whole of mankind. Remove them  
from their powerful positions they hold as despots, dictators and terrorists, and deport them to  
live in exile for life, that never again they can bring about harm and evil, no more death, ruin and  
disaster to human beings and the world. Replace the irresponsible with human beings who  
deserve to be called a human being and who are dignified and honorable to take on the  
leadership for the peoples on earth and the whole of mankind and to work towards the well-being  
and true freedom and real peace of the people and mankind without greed for power, self- 
glorification and greed for profit as well as not to decline to the level of hatred, craving for  
revenge and blood, retaliation, warmongering, lust for murder and terrorism. And time is urgent,  
otherwise the insanity of the old prophecies will be fulfilled that speak of the worst and most  
horrible happenings and degenerations of all times that ever have come true since earth and  
human beings have appeared.  
Semjase Silver Star Center,  
January 30th 2003, 11:54 am,  
Billy  
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